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ABSTRACT 
This report provides guidance on configuring a unified Windows® and UNIX® authorization solution for 

NetApp® storage systems based on Microsoft® Active Directory LDAP. The goal is to provide all 

information needed to successfully integrate a NetApp storage system into the environment. The actual 

customer environment can and probably will vary from the scenario provided in this guide. However, this 

guide’s goal is to provide the necessary understanding to allow the customer to successfully configure 

the storage system into the actual infrastructure. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

1.1 OVERVIEW OF LDAP IN A HETEROGENEOUS ENVIRONMENT 

Lightweight Directory Access Protocol (LDAP) is a standard directory access protocol that was developed by 

the international committee IETF (Internet Engineering Task Force). LDAP is intended to provide a general-

purpose, network-based directory service that can be used across heterogeneous platforms to locate 

network objects. LDAPv3 is the standard, currently implemented version. 

LDAP models define how to communicate with the LDAP directory store, how to find an object within the 

directory, how to describe the objects within the store, and the security used to access the directory. LDAP 

allows customization and extension of the objects described within the store. Therefore an LDAP store can 

be used to store many types of diverse information. Many of the initial LDAP deployments focused on using 

LDAP as a directory store for applications such as e-mail and Web applications and to store employee 

information. 

During the last several years, LDAP has been gaining acceptance as a directory store for information used 

in network-based authentication and authorization. Many companies are replacing NIS with LDAP as a 

network directory store. 

Microsoft implemented LDAPv3 as a directory store in its Windows 2000/2003 Active Directory. The 

Microsoft LDAP implementation is standards based, resulting in the ability to use Microsoft Active Directory 

LDAP for the storage of UNIX user and group information. This provides a method to unify the directory 

service and directory store of networks based on both Windows and UNIX. However, native Active Directory 

LDAP does not contain the definitions of attributes needed to hold information that is necessary for UNIX 

authentication and authorization; therefore, the Microsoft Active Directory schema needs to be extended 

with the necessary objects to hold this information. 

With the NetApp multiprotocol storage platform, where clients based both Windows and UNIX can access 

data using CIFS or NFS, providing the ability to use standard network services for name resolution and for 

identity storage is crucial. Data ONTAP
®
 supports integration into an Active Directory environment for 

Windows user authentication and authorization. In addition to that, the ability to use Active Directory LDAP 

as a directory store for UNIX user and group information has been provided as well.  

1.2 SCOPE AND PURPOSE OF THIS GUIDE 

This report describes an environment that utilizes Microsoft Active Directory LDAP. It guides the reader 

through the configuration of the entire infrastructure needed to support LDAP on NetApp storage systems. 

Although configuration of the storage system to use LDAP as a directory store is only one small part of the 

process needed to implement LDAP as an identity store in the environment, we will step through the entire 

process so that the role of LDAP on the storage system and its integration into the entire environment 

becomes clear. 

This report is not intended as a definitive method to set up a unified LDAP solution in the customer 

environment. There are many ways to implement an LDAP infrastructure, with many possible configurations. 

Additionally, there are many different UNIX and/or Linux
® 

client operating systems running a number of 

versions, with many different configurations. Therefore, it is expected and likely that any customer 

environment will differ in some ways, or differ significantly from the one described in this report. 

However, this report gives guidance on the principles of how all components work together. It also gives 

substantial information on LDAP functionality on the NetApp storage system. The goal of this report is to 

provide all information needed to configure the storage system to use LDAP as a UNIX directory store and 

to integrate the storage system into an Active Directory–based LDAP infrastructure. By stepping through the 

entire process, the goal is to provide a knowledge base that can be used during storage system integration 

into the actual customer environment. 

After an introduction to Microsoft Active Directory as a unified store for authentication and authorization, this 

guide follows these steps to configure the environment: 

1. Prepare the infrastructure  
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2. Prepare Active Directory with a schema extension using Microsoft Services for UNIX 3.5 

3. Configure and enable LDAP on the storage system 

4. Integrate a Fedora 4 client to use Microsoft Active Directory LDAP as an identity store 

Next are several variations to the basic process that provide enhanced functionality: 

5. Implement LDAP user mapping 

6. Implement secure LDAP using LDAP over SSL 

7. Customize a schema extension using the Microsoft LDIFDE command-line tool and an LDIF file 

8. Add and modify UNIX User and Group objects by using: 

 Microsoft Management Console (MMC) Users and Computers snap-in 

 Native LDAP tools such as LDIFDE, LDP, ldapadd, ldapmodify, and the ADSI Edit snap-in 

Appendixes A and B illustrate the integration of a Solaris
™

 9 and Red Hat ES 3 client into the unified LDAP 

structure. 

2 INTRODUCTION TO UNIFIED AUTHENTICATION AND AUTHORIZATION 
USING WINDOWS ACTIVE DIRECTORY 

There are two main hurdles that users must clear before they can exercise rights on a system or access 

data. They must first be authenticated and then they must be authorized to perform the desired action, 

whether it is rebooting the system, using a printer, or accessing a file. 

2.1 AUTHENTICATION  

Authentication is the process of verifying the identity of an entity: that is, verifying that the entity is who he or 

she claims to be. This is important in making sure of the confidentiality, integrity, and availability of 

information.  

Authentication can be based on something the entity knows such as a password, on an external object such 

as a smart card, or on biometrics such as a retinal scan. The configurations described in this report use the 

password method. 

Authentication depends on an authentication service. Windows AD domains natively use Active Directory 

integrated Kerberos authentication. UNIX clients have traditionally used the system for authentication. Many 

UNIX environments are now using Kerberos authentication, which is a secure network-based system. The 

configuration presented in this report uses Kerberos as the primary authentication method on the UNIX 

hosts. For further information on using Microsoft AD Kerberos for authentication, refer to TR-3457: ―Unified 

Windows and UNIX Authentication Using Microsoft Active Directory Kerberos.‖ 

2.2 AUTHORIZATION  

Authorization is the process of determining what an authenticated entity is able to do. Authorization includes 

rights on the system as well as rights on the data on the system. Authorization as it relates to data 

determines whether an entity has a right to read, modify, delete, or change the permissions on files and 

folders. 

On NTFS file systems, NTFS permissions determine what various entities can do with the file or folder. On 

UNIX file systems, the UNIX style file permissions ―rwxrwxrwx‖ determine what the owner, the group, and 

other can do on that file or directory. 

Authentication and authorization work together to maintain appropriate controls on the access to data and 

the exercise of rights in the enterprise. 
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2.3 DIRECTORY SERVICES AND IDENTITY MANAGEMENT  

A directory store is where you store information. A directory service provides you with a method to access 

the information. 

Originally, Microsoft Windows for Workgroups maintained a separate, distinct directory store on each 

individual machine. Microsoft then moved to the Windows NT® domain model, where information from each 

domain is kept within a domain’s directory service database, a flat namespace model that could scale only 

to an intermediate level. The current Microsoft Active Directory model utilizes LDAP as a scalable and 

hierarchical directory store. 

The original UNIX model also maintained a separate directory store on each client in the form of flat text 

files: passwd and shadow files, the group file, a netgroup file, and so on. The UNIX world then moved to NIS 

as a centralized directory store. Following after NIS, NIS+ was created to overcome some of the security 

and scalability concerns with NIS, but NIS+ never really took off. NIS is still the prevalent solution in UNIX 

environments; however, LDAP as a secure and scalable alternative has been getting attention in the UNIX 

world and is now widely implemented. 

Recent trends are moving toward unified management within the Windows world and the UNIX world. There 

has been significant interest among NetApp customers in LDAP solutions that provide unified LDAP 

services to both Windows users and UNIX users. 

A single directory store for both UNIX information and Windows information provides the benefits of 

simplified management and reduced costs. A unified LDAP directory store allows the storage of data that is 

useful to the user, such as telephone numbers and office location, within the same object that holds crucial 

information needed to authenticate the user, such as user login ID and password. The directory service also 

provides data that is crucial to the authorization process, such as group membership. 

Data storage within the LDAP directory store is defined through the LDAP schema. The schema describes 

what classes of objects are stored within the directory, what attributes are allowed for each object within the 

class, and the rules that govern how the objects interact with each other. The schema also defines how 

objects are located within the hierarchical structure. 

2.3.1 LDAP FUNCTIONAL MODELS 

LDAP has four functional models defined: 

 The information model: The information model provides the data structures and data types necessary 

to describe the attributes of an entry. This translates to classes and attributes in the schema. 

 The naming model: The naming model defines how each object is referenced. Principals can have 

relative names and distinguished names. A distinguished name has a naming context, usually the DNS 

domain name, but the LDAP model can also utilize the geographic context. 

 The functional model: The functional model defines the method by which a directory client can 

communicate with the directory and includes functions such as the following examples:  

– Interrogation: Searches 

– Modification: Adding, updating, and deleting entries 

– Authentication and control: The bind operation 

 The security model: The security model defines the method of authentication against the directory. 

LDAP is not usually used as a primary means of authenticating the user. Rather, LDAP authentication is 

used as part of the control mechanism, helping to determine who can do what on the LDAP directory 

itself. LDAP authentication is referred to as an ―LDAP bind.‖ Access control to objects within the 

directory is additionally controlled through access control lists (ACLs) placed on objects within Active 

Directory. 

2.3.2 ACTIVE DIRECTORY LDAP AS AN IDENTITY STORE 

Many standard LDAP schemas do not contain all the classes and attributes necessary to store data needed 

for UNIX and/or Linux authentication and authorization, such as UID number and GID number. To overcome 
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this problem, the schema can be extended, either building on the classes and attributes that already exist or 

adding new classes and attributes. 

Microsoft offers a schema extension that contains all the attributes and classes necessary to contain UNIX 

and/or Linux user and group information needed for authentication and authorization. This schema 

extension is part of Microsoft Services for UNIX; specifically, the schema extension is done during the 

installation of the Microsoft Services for UNIX (MSSFU) component Server for NIS. 

When Server for NIS is installed, the MSSFU extension extends the User class and Group class with two 

subclasses: msSFU30PosixUser and msSFU30PosixGroup. Since they are subclasses of User and 

Group, the attributes in the two subclasses are included within the main User and Group classes.  

The Server for NIS installation also modifies the MMC Users and Computers snap-in to include UNIX 

Attributes tabs within the User and Group objects. Because of the way the MSSFU schema extension 

integrates with the existing schema and snap-in, UNIX users and groups can be created within the Users 

and Computers snap-in following the same process used to create a Windows user or group. The UNIX 

Attributes tab then allows administrators to configure user and group information specific to UNIX from 

within the familiar Microsoft tool. 

The MSSFU schema extension provides all the needed classes and attributes to hold UNIX user and group 

information; however, the definition of classes and attributes is unique to Microsoft. 

The NetApp storage system and UNIX and/or Linux clients are not natively configured to access LDAP 

information stored in the classes and attributes defined by MSSFU. They natively are configured to use the 

LDAP schema definitions described in RFC 2307. The actual classes and attributes used to store the 

information must be mapped to the RFC 2307 UNIX user and group schema definitions that are used 

internally by NetApp storage systems and UNIX and/or Linux clients. 

LDAP clients must have two LDAP modules, NSS_LDAP and PAM_LDAP, installed that enable the use of 

LDAP as a name service and as an authentication mechanism. Modern Linux and/or UNIX clients have the 

modules installed as part of the normal installation process; however, in some cases, for older clients, newer 

versions that support AD LDAP might need to be installed. PADL authors the open source LDAP modules 

that are used on the clients; the modules are available from their Web site, www.padl.com. The modules are 

configured internally to use RFC 2307 schema extensions, but are built to allow the usage of many other 

schema extensions through mapping in the configuration files. We will use the PADL modules when we 

configure the UNIX and/or Linux clients later in this technical report; we will use the mapping functionality to 

map the RFC 2307-compliant attributes to the attributes actually used by MSSFU. 

The NetApp storage system is also configured internally to use RFC 2307-compliant classes and attributes. 

With Data ONTAP 6.5.1 and later, the storage system supports user mapping functionality to map the RFC 

2307-compliant attribute to the actual attribute used to store the information on the LDAP server. 

For more information on RFC 2307, see www.faqs.org/rfcs/rfc2307.html.  

2.3.3 LDAP BINDS 

The following methods can be used to bind to the LDAP server: 

 Anonymous authentication: The client binds to the LDAP server using a null DN and password. 

 Simple authentication: The client binds to the LDAP server using a DN and a clear text password. 

 Simple authentication over SSL/TLS: Using SSL or TLS allows the encryption of all traffic to and from 

the LDAP server. 

 Simple authentication and security layer (SASL): SASL is a standard that allows other protocols to 

use a wide range of extensible security mechanisms, including GSSAPI. During the bind phase, the 

client requests a specific security mechanism from SASL. 

http://www.padl.com/
http://www.faqs.org/rfcs/rfc2307.html
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2.4 AUTHENTICATION SERVICES WITH KERBEROS 

Kerberos provides strong authentication within a client/server environment. The basis of the protocol is a 

shared secret key cryptology system. MIT created the Kerberos authentication model in the early 1980s as a 

way of providing secure authentication in a client/server environment.  

Microsoft began using Kerberos as the primary domain authentication service starting with Windows 2000. It 

provides a separate service from LDAP. Active Directory LDAP is used for as a directory store/service. 

Kerberos is used for authentication. 

AD uses compliant, standards-based Kerberos v5, which allows it to be used in heterogeneous 

environments for authentication. This means that Microsoft Active Directory Kerberos can be used to 

provide a unified authentication service for both Windows and UNIX; however, this report does not cover 

using Microsoft Active Directory Kerberos for UNIX authentication. A unified Kerberos solution will be 

covered in detail in TR-3457: ―Unified Windows and UNIX Authentication Using Microsoft Active Directory 

Kerberos.‖ 
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3 UNIX CLIENT DIRECTORY STORE AND AUTHENTICATION 
MECHANISMS 

Just as Microsoft Active Directory uses one set of services for directory service and another set of services 

for authentication, UNIX clients have separate mechanisms for identity storage and for authentication. 

3.1 DIRECTORY STORES 

The following directory services are typically used on UNIX clients for storing information used for 

authentication and authorization. Which services are used, and in what order, is configured in the 

/etc/nsswitch.conf file. 

 Local files 

 NIS 

 NIS + 

 LDAP 

3.2 NAME SERVICE SWITCH 

Name service switch is an architecture that was defined to provide a convenient method for choosing 

methods of providing UNIX and/or Linux configuration information. It defines an interface between the 

standard C programming function calls and a service module that implements the storage of UNIX 

information, including user and group data used in authentication and authorization. 

The following NSS databases are of particular interest when using AD LDAP/Kerberos for a unified 

authentication and authorization system:  

 hosts 

 passwd 

 shadow 

 group 

The configuration file /etc/nsswitch.conf defines what name service method is used to retrieve information 

from each database. A configuration entry begins with the name of the database suffixed with a colon and 

ends with a list of name services to use, in order of their preferred use. 

hosts:  files dns ldap nis 

passwd: files ldap nis 

shadow: files  ldap nis 

group:  files ldap nis 

 

The LDAP_NSS name service module must be installed on the UNIX and/or Linux system before LDAP can 

be used for name services in the nsswitch.conf file. Most modern UNIX and/or Linux distributions have this 

module installed by default. However, some older versions of NSS_LDAP do not contain needed code to 

allow Microsoft Active Directory to be used as a UNIX LDAP directory store. For UNIX installations that 

contain versions of NSS_LDAP that do not support Active Directory LDAP, newer versions must be installed 

on the UNIX client.  

For two of the UNIX and/or Linux configurations illustrated in this technical report, Solaris 9 and Red Hat 

Enterprise Linux ES Release 3, we will build and install newer versions of NSS_LDAP and PAM_LDAP, 

which will provide all functionality needed. The third configuration illustrated in this report, Fedora 4, already 

has LDAP modules that can use Active Directory as an LDAP directory store and does not need to have 

newer modules installed.  
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Figure 1) Name services switch service modules. 

3.3 AUTHENTICATION SERVICES 

The following authentication services are typically used on UNIX clients. The PAM configuration file is used 

to define which of the services are used, the order in which they are used, and what happens in the event of 

the success or failure of each authentication service. LDAP is infrequently used for proving the identity of 

users in a UNIX environment. Rather, LDAP authentication is primarily configured to allow successful LDAP 

binds. 

 Local system 

 Kerberos based on UNIX 

 Active Directory–based Kerberos 

 LDAP (not recommended for user authentication in an enterprise environment; generally used to bind to 

the LDAP directory) 

3.4 PLUGGABLE AUTHENTICATION MODULES 

A pluggable authentication module (PAM) is a framework that provides a method to ―plug in‖ a variety of 

authentication methods for authenticating users on UNIX and/or Linux clients. Every PAM module 

represents a specific authentication mechanism. Each module in turn has one or more module types that 

define what the module does.  

There are four module type configured through the PAM configuration file: 

 Authentication: Authenticates the user by using a chosen authentication mechanism—system, 

Kerberos, LDAP, and so on. 

 Account: Provides services for checking the validity of the account—password aging, account 

disabled, access hour restriction, and so on. 

 Password: Provides methods for managing passwords. 

 Session: Manages the opening and closing of an authentication session. Also provides the facility to 

define what needs to take place before a service is granted and after it is terminated. 

On systems that use PAM, all logon processes and utilities that require user authentication must be 

configured to use PAM.  
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3.5 THE PAM CONFIGURATION FILE  

Authentication methodology through PAM is configured in the PAM configuration file. This file is used to 

determine the authentication services to be used, the order in which the configured authentication services 

are used, and what to do at the success or failure of each configured authentication. For Solaris, the 

configuration file is /etc/pam.conf. Linux clients have a separate directory for PAM configuration, /etc/pam.d. 

Within the /etc/pam.d directory, there are individual files for each service. In addition to individual files for 

each service, the pam.d directory has a single file, /etc/pam.d/system-auth, which can be used to configure 

all authentication services. 

The PAM configuration file consists of a set of entries. Each line in the pam.conf file has the following 

format:  

service_name   module_type   control_flag   module_path   module_options 

 service_name: The name of the service requiring PAM modules—login, rlogin, ftp, telnet, and so on. 

The service name ―other‖ allows a default to be set for any service not specifically configured within the 

file. 

 module_type: account, authentication, session, password. 

 control_flag: Determines the continuation or failure behavior of the module. The following control 

flags are valid: 

– requisite: If successful, record a required success and keep checking the other modules. If it 

fails, record a failure and stop any further checking. If a requisite fails, the overall request fails, 

regardless of the response of other modules. A success from a requisite module does not mean 

that the request will necessarily succeed. All the required modules must succeed before the overall 

request can succeed.  

– required: If successful, record a required success and keep checking other modules. If this fails, 

keep checking other modules. A failure with this request prevents success even if other required 

modules are successful. 

– optional: If successful, record an optional success and keep checking modules. If it fails, record 

an optional failure and keep checking. 

– sufficient: If this module is successful and no previous modules marked as required have 

failed, skip the rest of the modules. If this module fails, continue checking.  

 module_path: Path to the PAM library for this module. If the module is in the default PAM module 

location, only the name of the module needs to be specified. If the module is not located in the default 

location, specify the full path to the module. 

 module_options: Specific options that are passed to the modules and affect the behavior of the 

module. The following options are of interest in this configuration:  

– try_first_pass: If more than one authentication method is configured, try the first password 

entered on subsequent authentication modules; prompt for a password again only if the passwords 

differ. 

– use_first_pass: If more than one authentication method is configured, use the first password 

entered on all subsequent authentication modules. Do not prompt for another password if the first 

one fails on subsequent modules. 

Example Solaris 9 /etc/pam.conf file: The following Solaris 9 /etc/pam.conf has been configured to use both 

the LDAP and Kerberos PAM modules. The entries in bold have been added to the original, default file. In 

this configuration, we do not require that LDAP and/or Kerberos authentication succeed; therefore, all LDAP 

and Kerberos entries have been configured with either the sufficient or the optional control flag. The service 

modules are stackable—each service is tried in turn in the order in which they appear in the file. Therefore, 

the placement of Kerberos login authentication with the sufficient flag above UNIX or LDAP authentication is 
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significant. For login, if the Kerberos authentication succeeds, system and LDAP authentication do not need 

to succeed. 

/etc/pam.conf 

login  auth requisite  pam_authtok_get.so.1 

login  auth required  pam_dhkeys.so.1 

login  auth required  pam_dial_auth.so.1 

login auth sufficient  pam_krb5.so.1  try_first_pass 

login  auth required  pam_unix_auth.so.1 

login auth sufficient  pam_ldap.so.1 try_first_pass 

 

rlogin auth sufficient  pam_rhosts_auth.so.1 

rlogin auth requisite  pam_authtok_get.so.1 

rlogin auth required  pam_dhkeys.so.1 

rlogin auth sufficient  pam_krb5.so.1 try_first_pass 

rlogin auth required  pam_unix_auth.so.1 

rlogin auth optional  pam_ldap.so.1 try_first_pass 

 

rsh   auth sufficient  pam_rhosts_auth.so.1 

rsh   auth required  pam_unix_auth.so.1 

 

ppp   auth requisite  pam_authtok_get.so.1 

ppp   auth required  pam_dhkeys.so.1 

ppp   auth required  pam_unix_auth.so.1 

ppp   auth required   pam_dial_auth.so.1 

 

# Default definitions for Authentication management 

# Used when service name is not explicitly mentioned for authentication 

other  auth requisite  pam_authtok_get.so.1 

other  auth required  pam_dhkeys.so.1 

other auth sufficient   pam_krb5.so.1 try_first_pass 

other  auth required   pam_unix_auth.so.1 

other auth sufficient  pam_ldap.so.1 try_first_pass 

 

passwd auth required   pam_passwd_auth.so.1 

 

cron  account required  pam_projects.so.1 

cron  account required  pam_unix_account.so.1 

cron  account optional  pam_krb5.so.1 

 

other  account requisite   pam_roles.so.1 

other  account required    pam_projects.so.1 

other  account sufficient  /usr/lib/security/pam_krb5.so.1 

other  account required    pam_unix_account.so.1 
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other  session required    pam_unix_session.so.1 

 

other  password required   pam_dhkeys.so.1 

other  password requisite  pam_authtok_get.so.1 

other  password requisite  pam_authtok_check.so.1 

other  password required   pam_authtok_store.so.1 

other password sufficient  pam_krb5.so.1  try_first_pass 

other password sufficient  pam_ldap.so.1  use_authtok 

In this configuration, LDAP authentication is configured, but not used as a primary authentication method. 

The main method of authentication in this example is Kerberos. All-purpose AD LDAP authentication is not 

scalable, and Microsoft recommends against it. Instead Microsoft recommends that LDAP’s primary role be 

to serve as the directory and identity store, with Kerberos providing authentication services in the enterprise.  

Example Fedora 4 /etc/pam.d/system-auth file: The following sample Fedora 4 /etc/pam.d/system-auth file 

has been configured to use both the LDAP and Kerberos PAM modules. The entries in bold have been 

added to the original, default file. This PAM file allows either Kerberos or LDAP authentication to be 

sufficient for successful authentication. Kerberos is the primary method of authentication configured in this 

example. 

/etc/pam.d/system-auth 

auth     required     /lib/security/$ISA/pam_env.so 

auth     sufficient   /lib/security/$ISA/pam_unix.so likeauth nullok 

auth    sufficient    /lib/security/$ISA/pam_krb5.so use_first_pass 

auth    sufficient    /lib/security/$ISA/pam_ldap.so use_first_pass 

auth    required      /lib/security/$ISA/pam_deny.so 

 

account   required    /lib/security/$ISA/pam_unix.so broken_shadow 

account   sufficient  /lib/security/$ISA/pam_localuser.so 

account   sufficient  /lib/security/$ISA/pam_succeed_if.so uid < 100 quiet 

account  [default=bad success=ok user_unknown=ignore] /lib/security/$ISA/pam_krb5.so 

account  [default=bad success=ok user_unknown=ignore] /lib/security/$ISA/pam_ldap.so 

account   required    /lib/security/$ISA/pam_permit.so 

 

password  requisite   /lib/security/$ISA/pam_cracklib.so retry=3 

password  sufficient  /lib/security/$ISA/pam_unix.so nullok use_authtok shadow 

password  sufficient  /lib/security/$ISA/pam_krb5.so use_authtok 

password  sufficient  /lib/security/$ISA/pam_ldap.so use_authtok 

password  required    /lib/security/$ISA/pam_deny.so 

 

session   required    /lib/security/$ISA/pam_limits.so 

session   required    /lib/security/$ISA/pam_unix.so 

session   optional    /lib/security/$ISA/pam_krb5.so 

session   optional    /lib/security/$ISA/pam_ldap.so 
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3.6 LDAP, NSCD, AND PAM 

The name service cache daemon (NSCD) is a go-between for applications that need name services and the 

mechanisms that provide the name services. NSCD is installed by default on UNIX clients, with LDAP being 

one of the supported name services. NSCD provides the method for retrieving information needed during 

authentication, but it does not play a direct role in authentication on PAM-enabled systems. PAM 

authentication occurs completely separate from NSS requests.  

NSCD caches name service data, with a time-based cache aging method. When the cache timeout is 

reached, all data that was requested with a particular request is flushed. NSCD caches failed requests as 

well. Therefore, cached failures might cause issues when making changes to user and group information in 

LDAP directories. Specifically, issues might occur when file permission or file ownership changes are retried 

after a failed attempt, but the initial, failed attempt resulted in a cached failure and the failure has not been 

flushed from cache. 

For instance, if a file is to change ownership, with the new owner being a new employee, an administrator 

might execute this command: 

chown newuser filename 

The administrator finds that an error is returned and then remembers that he hasn’t created the new user’s 

account yet. He quickly creates the user account and reruns the chown command. The command fails again 

because the failure is recorded in cache.  

To clear the cache on Solaris systems, stop and restart the NSCD service with the following command:  

/etc/init.d/nscd stop 

/etc/init.d/nscd start 

 

To clear the cache on Linux systems, stop and restart the NSCD service with the following command:  

service nscd restart 
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4 INFRASTRUCTURE PREPARATION 

4.1 CONFIGURE ACTIVE DIRECTORY TO ALLOW ANONYMOUS BROWSING 

By default, Windows 2003 Active Directory, the version of Active Directory used in this technical report, does 

not allow anonymous operations on the LDAP directory other than rootDSE search. 

UNIX and Linux clients must be able to browse the Active Directory to access UNIX authentication and 

authorization data. The data is required before a user logs in to the system; therefore, the user’s own credentials 

cannot be used to bind to Active Directory. Another method to allow LDAP binds must be configured. 

There are two methods that can be used to allow the UNIX client to browse Active Directory prior to login:  

 Configure Active Directory to allow anonymous browsing. Allowing anonymous browsing involves two 

configuration changes within Active Directory. First, the value of the schema attribute dSHeuristics, 

which controls the Active Directory–wide ability to allow anonymous browsing, must be changed. 

Second, allow anonymous browsing on specific Active Directory objects by changing the security 

permissions on those objects to specifically allow the Anonymous and Everyone entities to have read 

permissions on those objects. The steps to allow anonymous browsing are outlined in section 4.1.1.  

 Create a Windows user account that is authorized to browse the Active Directory and then configure the 

Linux and UNIX clients to authenticate and bind to Active Directory LDAP as this user. This functionality 

is configured in the UNIX client’s LDAP configuration file and is illustrated in this report in section 8 and 

in Appendixes A and B. 

4.1.1 STEPS TO CONFIGURE ANONYMOUS BROWSING OF ACTIVE DIRECTORY LDAP 
1. Open the MMC ADSI Edit snap-in.  

2. Typically, ADSI Edit connects to the Domain partition of the schema. For this operation, we do not 

want to connect to the Domain partition. Instead we want to connect to the Configuration partition. 

Therefore, in the right pane, right-click ADSI Edit and then click Connect To.  

3. From the Select a well known Naming Context drop-down list, select Configuration and click OK. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4. Double-click ADSI Edit, double-click Configuration, open CN=Configuration,DC=ellie,DC=com, 

open CN=Services, and then open CN=Windows NT. 
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5. Right-click CN=Directory Services and select Properties. 

  

 

6. Make sure that Show optional attributes is selected. 

7. Scroll down the list of attributes and select dSHeuristics. 

8. Click Edit. In the value box, type 0000002 (decimal) and then click OK.  

9. Click OK to exit the CN=Directory Service properties page. 

10. Close ADSI Edit. 
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Note: Valid values for the seventh character are 0 and 2. If dSHeuristics already contains a value other than 

0, then you must treat the seventh character as an 8-bit binary word and then modify the current value by 

setting bit 7 to 1. For example, if the current value is 5, then this is 00000101 in binary. Set the seventh bit to 

1, and it becomes 00000111, which is 7 in decimal notation. 

Note: If the attribute is marked as ―not set,‖ this is equivalent to a value of 0000000. 

11. Open the MMC Users and Computers snap-in, select View from the menu, and then select Advanced 

Features. This enables you to view the Security tab, which is where access permissions to Active 

Directory objects are configured. 

12. Expand the container for your domain. On any container that contains UNIX users or groups, do the 

following: 

a. Right-click the container object and select Properties. 

b. Click the Security tab. 

c. Click Add. In the Enter the object names to select box, type Everyone and then click OK. Verify 

that Everyone has Read permission set to Allow and then click OK. 

d. Click Add again, type Anonymous, and then click OK. Verify that Anonymous has Read 

permission set to Allow on this object and then click OK. 

 

4.1.2 VERIFY THAT ANONYMOUS BROWSING IS ENABLED  

Use the Microsoft GUI-based LDAP tool, LDP.exe, to verify that anonymous browsing is enabled.  

1. To start LDP.exe, from the Start menu, select Run, type LDP.exe, and then click OK.  

2. From the menu select Connection and then select Connect. 

3. In the Server field, enter the name of the domain controller to which a connection should be 

established, verify that the port is set to 389, and then click OK.  
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4. After the connection is established, from the Browse menu, select Search. 

 

 

5. In the Search dialog box, enter the search parameters. In the Base DN field, enter 

ou=java_users,dc=ellie,dc=com and in the Filter field enter (objectClass=*). 

6. Click Run and then click Close. 

 

If anonymous browsing is correctly configured, the search should return all attributes from all users within 

the specified base.  
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4.2 DNS  

Active Directory LDAP requires that DNS be configured and must support the following functionality: 

 The DNS solution must be standards based. The solution can be either Microsoft Server 2000/2003 

DNS or bind DNS. 

 Service locator records must be supported. This is required for W2000/2003 Active Directory. Service 

locator records are used to locate the domain controllers, global catalog servers, Kerberos servers, 

LDAP servers, and KPASSWD servers. 

Other desired capabilities that the DNS solution should provide include support of dynamic updates and 

support for incremental zone transfers. Active Directory–integrated DNS provides both of these capabilities. 

4.2.1 DNS SERVICE LOCATOR RECORDS REQUIRED BY ACTIVE DIRECTORY 

The configuration presented in this technical report utilizes Active Directory–integrated DNS. 

In this solution there are two domain controllers for the domain ellie.com: dell1550-15.ellie.com and 

athena.ellie.com. Both DCs are also designated as global catalogs servers. Following are the service locator 

records configured by AD-integrated DNS for this configuration. If a bind DNS solution is implemented, the 

service locator records must be manually configured. 
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Table 1) DNS service locator records used by Active Directory. 

 

DNS Service Locator Records for ellie.com 

_ldap_tcp.ellie.com SRV 0 100 389 athena.ellie.com 

_kerberos_tcp.ellie.com SRV 0 100 88 athena.ellie.com 

_kpasswd_tcp.ellie.com SRV 0 100 464 athena.ellie.com 

_kerberos_udp.ellie.com SRV 0 100 88 athena.ellie.com 

_kpasswd_udp.ellie.com SRV 0 100 464 athena.ellie.com 

_gc_tcp.ellie.com SRV 0 100 3268 athena.ellie.com 

_ldap._tcp.dc._msdcs.ellie.com SRV 0 100 389 athena.ellie.com 

_ldap_tcp.ellie.com SRV 0 100 389 dell1550-15.ellie.com 

_kerberos_tcp.ellie.com SRV 0 100 88 dell1550-15.ellie.com 

_kpasswd_tcp.ellie.com SRV 0 100 464 dell1550-15.ellie.com 

_kerberos_udp.ellie.com SRV 0 100 88 dell1550-15.ellie.com 

_kpasswd_udp.ellie.com SRV 0 100 464 dell1550-15.ellie.com 

_gc_tcp.ellie.com SRV 0 100 3268 dell1550-15.ellie.com 

_ldap._tcp.dc._msdcs.ellie.com SRV 0 100 389   dell1550-15.ellie.com 

 

Note: See the Microsoft KB article ―Integrating Windows 2000 DNS into an existing BIND or Windows NT 

4.0-based DNS namespace‖ for more information on using bind DNS in an Active Directory environment: 

http://support.microsoft.com/kb/255913.  

4.2.2 DNS ON THE UNIX OR LINUX CLIENT 

Unlike the native Windows Active Directory environment that requires DNS service locator records to be 

used when locating LDAP servers, the UNIX clients do not depend on DNS for locating LDAP services. 

Instead, UNIX clients refer to entries in the LDAP configuration file. However, for proper network 

connectivity, the UNIX client must be able to resolve host names, with DNS being the most universally 

deployed method. 

Following is the /etc/resolv.conf configuration file used on the UNIX and/or Linux clients in this configuration: 

/etc/resolv.conf 

nameserver 10.32.16.60 

nameserver 172.17.36.112 

search ellie.com 

4.2.3 NAME SERVICES ON THE UNIX OR LINUX CLIENT 

The order of UNIX name services is configured with the UNIX client’s /etc/nsswitch.conf file. LDAP must be 

added to the passwd and group maps before the client can use LDAP as a name service. 

Following is the /etc/nsswitch.conf configuration file used on the UNIX and/or Linux clients in this 

configuration: 

/etc/nsswitch.conf 

host:  files dns nis   

passwd:   files ldap 

shadow:   files ldap 

group:     files ldap 

http://support.microsoft.com/kb/255913
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4.3 NTP TIME SYNCHRONIZATION 

Kerberos 5 authentication depends on the synchronization of time between the clients and the Kerberos 

KDCs. Although this report does not delve into unified authentication with Active Directory Kerberos, all 

Active Directory–based Windows authentication uses Kerberos by default. Also, any NetApp storage system 

that is configured to join an Active Directory domain uses Kerberos for authentication. If UNIX clients use 

Kerberos authentication, the UNIX clients must be synchronized to a common time source as well. 

Therefore, in a multiprotocol environment it is recommended that time services be configured to make sure 

that time is synchronized across the enterprise. Any standards-based implementation can be used.  

This solution utilizes Windows 2003–based time services within the Windows environment. The Windows 

2003 solution is based on SNTP. 

The primary, master time server in a Windows 2003 environment is the domain controller designated as the 

PDC emulator. The PDC emulator in ellie.com is athena.ellie.com. All member servers and Windows clients 

in the domain synchronize with the domain controllers without any extra configuration by the Windows 

administrator. However, UNIX and/or Linux hosts must be configured to synchronize to the Windows domain 

controllers or to a time service that is in turn authoritative to the Windows environment (such as an Internet 

time server or an internal time server that is designated authoritative for the entire enterprise).  

The Windows master time server, in turn, must be synchronized with a reliable time source, either to an 

internal source or to an Internet time server. 

This solution uses an Internet time server. 

A list of publicly available time servers can be found at www.ntp.org. Many of them do not have restrictions, 

but do require e-mail notification. 

4.3.1 CONFIGURATION OF A WINDOWS 2003 PDC EMULATOR TO SYNCHRONIZE WITH AN 
INTERNET TIME SOURCE 

The Windows 2003 time service is configured with the w32tm, a command-line tool included with the 

standard Windows installation. 

The following three steps set up and activate time synchronization with an Internet time source:  

1. w32tm /config /syncfromflags:manual /manualpeerlist:Peerlist 

Peerlist is a comma-separated list of DNS names or IP addresses of the desired Internet time sources. 

2. w32tm /config /reliable:YES 

This command configures the Windows time service to announce itself as a reliable time source so that 

other computers can synchronize to it.  

3. w32tm /config /update 

This command notifies the time service of the changes to the configuration, causing the changes to take 

effect. 

Following are the steps to set up time synchronization to an Internet time source in this configuration:  

1. w32tm /config /syncfromflags:manual /manualpeerlist:t2.timegps.net,ntp1.sf-

bay.com 

2. w32tm /config /reliable:YES 

3. w32tm /config /update 

 

http://www.ntp.org/
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4.3.2 NTP CONFIGURATION ON SOLARIS 9 

To configure time services on Solaris, perform the following three steps: 

1. Copy the template file provided to ntp.conf: 

cp /etc/inet/ntp.client ./ntp.conf 

2. Modify ntp.conf to include the time server that will be used by this client. 

Minimal required entries in ntp.conf include the time servers that the client should synchronize with and 

the location of the drift file, which is used to record information regarding the accuracy of the local clock. 

/etc/inet/ntp.conf  

server athena.ellie.com 

server dell1550-15.ellie.com 

driftfile /etc/ntp.drift 

3. For the configuration changes to take effect, restart the ntpd daemon: 

/etc/init.d/xntpd stop 

/etc/init.d/xntpd start 

4.3.3 NTP CONFIGURATION ON LINUX (FEDORA 4 AND RED HAT ES3) 

To configure time services on the Linux clients, perform the following two steps: 

1. Modify ntp.conf to include the time servers that will be used by this client. 

Minimal required entries in ntp.conf include the time servers that the client should synchronize with. 

/etc/ntp.conf  

# Permit all access over the loopback interface. This could 

# be tightened as well, but to do so would effect some of 

# the administrative functions. 

restrict 127.0.0.1 

server 10.32.16.60 

server 172.17.36.112 

2. For the configuration changes to take effect, restart the ntpd daemon: 

/etc/init.d/ntpd restart 

4.4 NETWORK INFRASTRUCTURE 

Make sure that the infrastructure supports reliable communication between clients, NetApp storage systems, 

DNS servers, time servers, and Active Directory domain controllers. 

Recommendations: 

 To make sure that clients can find the Active Directory LDAP and Kerberos servers, there must be 

reliable network connectivity between the clients and DNS servers containing the LDAP and Kerberos 

service records. If possible, this should be a high-bandwidth connection. 

 Clients must have reliable connections to domain controllers that host both the LDAP and Kerberos 

services. If possible, this should be a high-bandwidth connection. 

 When the enterprise contains more than one domain and/or utilizes universal groups, there must be 

adequate connectivity from domain controllers to a global catalog server. If possible, this should be a 

high-bandwidth connection.  

 If the enterprise is located in multiple locations, with the locations connected with less than high-

bandwidth connections, it is recommended that Active Directory sites be configured. Sites are a way to 

group resources together that are all within a local high-bandwidth zone. Domain controllers within a 

site are preferred over domain controllers within another site, which enhances responsiveness of 
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domain controllers to client and NetApp storage requests. Additionally, there should be at least one 

global catalog server within every site. 

 If clients from other domains access resources on NetApp storage systems, make sure that there is 

reliable connectivity between the storage system and all domain controllers with users who access 

resources on the storage system. 

This is necessary because if multiprotocol usage is enabled and a user accesses data on a NetApp 

storage device through CIFS, the user is always mapped to the user’s corresponding UNIX identity. The 

initial access request using CIFS contains a user’s SID and all the SIDs of the groups to which the user 

belongs. However, the request does not contain the user’s login name. In order to map a Windows user 

to a UNIX user, the NetApp storage device must retrieve the Windows login name. This necessitates a 

query to the user’s domain controller. 

Conversely, if a UNIX user accesses data in a volume that is either mixed or NTFS security style, again, 

a user mapping is performed. The storage system must contact the user’s domain controller to obtain 

the user’s Windows login name. 

The user mapping information is cached, by default, for 20 minutes. If user information changes 

infrequently and network connectivity might be an issue, the user mapping cache time can be 

increased. 

The option wafl.wcc_minute_valid is used to increase the cache time: 

options wafl.wcc_minutes_valid number_of_minutes 

(Specifies the number of minutes a WAFL® credential cache entry is valid. The value can range from 1 

through 20,160. The default is 20.) 
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5 EXTENDING THE ACTIVE DIRECTORY SCHEMA 

Active Directory does not natively contain the classes and attributes needed to hold UNIX user and group 

information. Therefore, the schema must be extended before AD LDAP can be used for this purpose. 

There are various methods available for extending the Active Directory schema. This report covers two of 

the methods, extending the schema with Microsoft Services for UNIX and extending the schema with the 

Microsoft LDAP command-line tool, LDIFDE, and an LDIF file.  

5.1 MICROSOFT SERVICES FOR UNIX SCHEMA EXTENSION 

MSSFU is an application developed by Microsoft to offer NFS services on Windows machines. In addition to 

offering NFS services, MSSFU includes a module, Server for NIS, that allows a Microsoft server to offer 

NIS services. As part of the Server for NIS installation on the domain controller, the schema is extended to 

include all classes and attributes necessary to hold information offered by standard NIS services. The same 

extended classes and attributes can be used when a unified LDAP identity store for UNIX user and group 

information is desired. 

A standard MSSFU installation installs Server for NIS. It can also be specifically chosen during custom 

setup. Server for NFS and Client for NFS do not need to be installed. Some of the other utilities and 

management tools included with the installation allow password synchronization and name mapping when 

NIS services are offered; however, only the Server for NIS module is necessary for schema extension. 

The schema extension presented in section 5 uses MSSFU 3.5. 

5.2 ACTIVE DIRECTORY SCHEMA EXTENSION WITH LDIFDE AND AN LDIF FILE 

The Microsoft command-line tool, LDIFDE, can be used to extend the schema using an LDIF file. LDIFDE is 

a utility program that is included in Windows 2000 to support batch operations based on the LDIF file format 

standard. The LDAP Data Interchange Format (LDIF) is a draft Internet standard for a file format that can be 

used for performing batch operations against directories that conform to the LDAP standards.  

When used to extend the schema, the LDIF file contains all the schema extension definitions and allows 

control over what classes and attributes are included in the extension. The extension can be customized to 

include only what is needed, whereas the MSSFU extension is not customizable.  

The LDIF sample file used in this guide is available at http://linuxmafia.com/faq/Security/nss_ldap.ldf. 

To extend the schema manually with this LDIF file: 

1. Using a text editor, modify the LDIF file to reference your domain. Specifically, change any generic 

domain name entries to reference your domain name. 

2. On the domain controller, at the command prompt, type: 

ldifde –l –k –f nss_ldap.ldf.txt 

3. Validate that the schema has been extended by using the Active Directory Schema snap-in. 

5.3 EXTEND THE SCHEMA WITH MICROSOFT SERVICES FOR UNIX 3.5 

Microsoft Services for UNIX is made up of a number of discrete modules. One module, Server for NIS, was 

designed to function as a NIS server and to service directory store requests through the NIS YP protocol. As 

previously mentioned, Active Directory LDAP does not natively contain UNIX User and Group classes and 

attributes. Therefore, installation of the Server for NIS module includes a schema extension that adds all 

the needed classes and attributes for UNIX user and group information. Therefore, installing Server for NIS 

is a convenient method for preparing AD LDAP for use as a UNIX LDAP store. 

When used as a method for schema extension, Server for NIS must be installed on all domain controllers. 

Installation on the domain’s schema master extends the schema; however, modifications to the Users and 

Computers snap-in, also performed during installation, are not available when connecting to other domain 

http://linuxmafia.com/faq/Security/nss_ldap.ldf
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controllers unless MSSFU is installed locally on those DCs. Therefore, Server for NIS was installed on all 

domain controllers. 

5.3.1 MSSFU INSTALLATION 

1. Change into the directory that contains the MSSFU installation files. Start the Installation Wizard by 

double-clicking Setup.exe. 

2. Accept the license agreement. The Installation Options screen is displayed. Click Standard 

Installation and then click Next.  

The screen displays the message that many of the installed services, including Server for NIS, are disabled 

after installation and must be changed to automatic or manual start in the Services window. Therefore, after 

installation is complete, start the Server for NIS services prior to using the NIS Data Migration Wizard to 

migrate user and group data into the AD LDAP store. 

 

 

3. Continue through the Installation Wizard screens. When asked to choose a NIS domain name, select 

the name of an existing NIS domain or enter a new NIS domain name. Choosing a domain name is 

mandatory even when the installation is for purposes of extending the schema. After choosing a NIS 

domain name, continue through the installation, accepting the defaults.  

5.3.2 POSTSCHEMA EXTENSION 

After setup is complete, verify that the schema is extended with the MMC Schema snap-in. 

A number of new classes are added to the schema. Many of them are not used when using Active Directory 

LDAP as an identity store for UNIX user and group information. We will use only the classes and the 

attributes that are needed for that purpose. The others exist, but remain unused.  

The two classes of interest in this solution are msSFU30PosixAccount and msSFU30PosixGroup. These 

classes are extended into the schema as an auxiliary class of User and Group; therefore, the UNIX user and 

group attributes are integrated into the Microsoft User and Group objects. 

Additionally, the Server for NIS installation modifies the Users and Computers snap-in. A UNIX Attribute 

tab is added to the User and Group objects. With this modification, Users and Computers can be used to 

create UNIX users and groups and to configure many of the UNIX user- and group-specific values. 
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Figure 2) Verify msSFU30PosixAccount extension by using the MMC Schema snap-In. 

 

Figure 3) Verify msSFU30PosixGroup extension by using the MMC Schema snap-In. 
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Table 2) UNIX user and group attributes of interest in an Active Directory–based LDAP solution. 

 

RFC2307 Class: PosixAccount Class in AD: User  

Uid sAMAccountName (if UNIX name = Windows name) 

Uid msSFU30Name (if UNIX name ≠ Windows name) 

uidNumber msSFU30UidNumber 

Gecos msSFU30Gecos (not exposed in ―Users and Computers‖) 

gidNumber msSFU30GidNumber 

loginShell msSFU30LoginShell 

homeDirectory msSFU30HomeDirectory 

RFC2307 Class: PosixGroup Class in AD: Group 

Groupname cn 

Groupname msSFU30Name (alternate to cn) 

gidNumber msSFU30GidNumber  

memberUid msSFU30MemberUid 

 

The RFC 2307 attribute uid represents the UNIX user name. When using AD LDAP, if the schema has been 

extended with MSSFU, there are two attributes that are commonly used when mapping the RFC 2307-

compliant attributes to Active Directory attributes: sAMAccountName and msSFU30Name. 

 the employee’s Windows user name and UNIX user name differ, and the Windows user information is 

stored in the same object that holds the UNIX user information. 

 For example, if employee James has a Windows user name of James and a UNIX user name of jim, 

create one user object with a sAMAccountName of James. Configure the UNIX attributes within the 

same user object by assigning the msSFU30Name attribute the value jim. Mapping uid to 

msSFU30Name results in appropriate functionality. 

sAMAccountName is the pre Windows 2000 Windows user name. msSFU30Name is the UNIX user name 

(configured in the UNIX Attributes tab). The choice of which attribute to use when mapping to the RFC 2307 

attribute uid depends on the actual customer environment. 

Use sAMAccountName:  

 If the employee’s Windows user name and UNIX user name are always the same (sAMAccountName 

= msSFU30Name). 

 If the employee’s Windows user name and UNIX user name differ, but the Windows user information 

and the UNIX user information are stored in different user objects. 

 For example, if employee Robert has a Windows user name of Robert and a UNIX user name of bob, 

create two user objects: one named Robert that contains the Windows user information and a second 

one named bob that contains the employee’s UNIX attributes. The Robert user object has a 

sAMAccountName of Robert. Since during creation of the bob object, sAMAccountName is assigned 

the value bob, sAMAccountName can be used to map to uid. All other UNIX user attributes are then 

configured through the UNIX Attributes tab. 

Use msSFU30Name: 

 If Note: The attribute msSFU30Name is not exposed in the Users and Computers snap-in. If you are 

using this configuration, a native LDAP tool must be used to add values to the msSFU30Name user 

attribute. Use of these tools is discussed in section 11. 
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5.3.3 USING USERS AND COMPUTERS TO CREATE UNIX USERS AND GROUPS 

5.3.3.1 CREATING USERS 

 

To create a UNIX user, create a user object using the same process used to create a Windows user. 

After the creation of the user is complete, right-click the user and select Properties. 

After the schema is extended with MSSFU, an extra Properties tab, UNIX Attributes, is available. 

UNIX user attributes are entered in this tab. Note that the UNIX user’s primary group is configured 

on the UNIX Attributes tab. The UNIX attributes are dimmed (unavailable) until the NIS Domain 

name is selected. The NIS domain name was configured during Server for NIS installation and can 

be selected from the drop-down menu. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

5.3.3.2 CREATING GROUPS 

To create a UNIX group, use the same process as is used to create a Windows group. After the 

creation of the group is complete, right-click the group and select Properties. 

After the schema is extended with MSSFU, a new Properties tab, UNIX Attributes, is available.  

The UNIX group GID attribute is entered in this tab. The UNIX attributes are dimmed (unavailable) until 

the NIS Domain name is selected. The NIS domain name was configured during Server for NIS 

installation and can be selected from the drop-down menu. 

Do not enter secondary group members in the Members window. See the following paragraphs on 

configuring secondary membership in groups. 
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5.3.3.3 CONFIGURING SECONDARY MEMBERSHIP IN GROUPS 

When used as a NIS server, the secondary group information would be entered in the Member box of the 

UNIX Attributes properties tab. However; this tab cannot be used to enter secondary group information if 

NetApp storage devices are to use the Active Directory LDAP store for the retrieval of secondary group 

information. 

Why not? 

If UNIX users are added as Members in the UNIX Attributes tab of the Group object, the data is stored in 

Active Directory under the attribute msSFU30PosixMember, which has a data type of Distinguished Name. 

Current versions of Data ONTAP do not support attributes of data type Distinguished Name and do not 

support the use of msSFU30PosixMember for the storage of secondary group information. Any LDAP 

search that requests data that is stored in Distinguished Name format returns a NULL value. 

The NetApp storage device does support the use of the RFC 2307 attribute memberUid, which also holds 

secondary group membership values and has a data type of ASCII multistring. The Microsoft MSSFU 

extension contains an analogous attribute, msSFU30MemberUid, which also has a data type of ASCII 

multistring. This is the appropriate attribute to use when configuring secondary group membership in a 

NetApp environment. However, this attribute is not exposed in the Users and Computers snap-in.  

LDAP options must also be changed on the NetApp storage system to point to the corresponding MSSFU 

LDAP attribute. Refer to section 7.4.1 and table 6.  

Therefore, Users and Computers cannot be used to configure secondary group membership. Instead, use 

the Microsoft native LDAP tools, ADSI Edit (MCC snap-in), LDP (GUI), or LDIFDE (CLI), to configure UNIX 

secondary group membership. Alternatively, the UNIX ldapclient tool ldapmodify can be used. The use of 

these tools is discussed in section 11.  

Note: Using the ADSI Edit tool, you can add only one user at a time to the msSFU30MemberUid. Once the 

entries are added to attribute msSFU30MemberUid, the values are visible in the group’s UNIX attributes 

tab. Therefore, you can monitor group membership with the GUI to see if a user is a secondary member of 

the UNIX group, but you can’t modify or add membership in the GUI.  
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5.4 IDENTITY MANAGEMENT FOR UNIX IN WINDOWS 2003 R2 

Microsoft Windows 2003 R2 has in-built support for UNIX services, called Identity Management for UNIX, 

which can be installed as a Windows component by using the Add and Remove Programs snap-in. To 

install Identity Management for UNIX, follow these instructions, as shown in the following figures:  

1. From the Control Panel, select Add/Remove Windows Components.  

2. Select Active Directory Services.  

3. Click the Details button.  

4. Select Identity Management for UNIX.  

5. Select all the three options, including Server for NIS.  

6. Click OK.  

Once the UNIX services are installed, the schema is extended, similar to MSSFU installation in Windows 

2003.  
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5.4.1 CONFIGURING SECONDARY MEMBERSHIP IN GROUPS IN WINDOWS 2003 R2 

Configuring UNIX Users and Groups in Windows 2003 R2 is similar to the procedure in Windows 2003 with 

MSSFU, through the UNIX Attributes properties tab in the extended schema of the Users and Computers 

snap-in. However, configuring the Secondary Group Membership is slightly different in Windows 2003R2. It 

is not necessary to use the ADSI Edit tool to add the secondary group members; instead, use the Users 

and Computers snap-in by updating the secondary group properties. Microsoft Windows 2003 R2 supports 

the use of RFC 2307; therefore, the Member box of the UNIX Attributes properties tab for a group can be 

used to add the secondary group members. When UNIX users are added as members on the UNIX 

Attributes tab of the Group object, the data is stored in Active Directory under the msSFU30PosixMember 

attribute, as well as under the memberUid attribute, which has a data type of ASCII multistring. Data 

ONTAP identifies this memberUid attribute correctly under RFC 2307 and identifies the users as the 

secondary group members.  

Note: It is not necessary to change the option ldap.nssmap.attribute.memberUid on the NetApp storage 

system from the default value of memberUid.  

5.5 IDENTITY MANAGEMENT FOR UNIX IN WINDOWS 2008 AND WINDOWS 2008 R2 

Microsoft Windows 2008 considers Identity Management for UNIX as a role service, or a software 

subcomponent, of the Active Directory Domain Services (AD DS) server role. To install Identity Management 

for UNIX, follow these instructions, as shown in the following figures:  

1. Open Server Manager.  

2. In the Roles section, in the list of common tasks, click Add Role Services.  

3. On the Select Role Services page of the Add Role Services Wizard, select all the three services, 
including Server for NIS, under Identity Management for UNIX and click Next. 

4. If the wizard prompts you to install any other role services required by Identity Management for UNIX 
components, click Yes. 

5. After verifying your selections on the Confirm Installation Selections page, click Install. 

 

Once the UNIX services are installed, the schema is extended, similar to MSSFU installation in Windows 

2003.  
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5.5.1 CONFIGURING SECONDARY MEMBERSHIP IN GROUPS IN WINDOWS 2008 AND WINDOWS 
2008 R2 

Configuring UNIX Users and Groups in Windows 2008 is similar to the procedure in Windows 2003 with 

MSSFU, through the UNIX Attributes properties tab in the extended schema of the Users and Computers 

snap-in. However, configuring the Secondary Group Membership is slightly different in Windows 2008. It is 

not necessary to use the ADSI Edit tool to add the secondary group members. instead, use the Users and 

Computers snap-in by updating the secondary group properties. Microsoft Windows 2008 supports the use 

of RFC 2307; therefore, the Member box of the UNIX Attributes properties tab for a group can be used to 

add the secondary group members. When UNIX users are added as members on the UNIX Attributes tab 

of the Group object, the data is stored in Active Directory under the msSFU30PosixMember attribute, as 

well as under the memberUid attribute, which has a data type of ASCII multistring. Data ONTAP identifies 

this memberUid attribute correctly under RFC 2307 and identifies the users as the secondary group 

members.  

Note: It is not necessary to change the option ldap.nssmap.attribute.memberUid on the NetApp storage 

system from the default value of memberUid. 
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6 MIGRATING UNIX USER AND GROUP INFORMATION INTO ACTIVE 
DIRECTORY 

Before Active Directory LDAP can be used as a UNIX user and group information store, the user and group 

information must be migrated from its current location into Active Directory LDAP. There are several 

methods that can be used: 

 User migration can be accomplished with scripts that are available from the PADL Web site. The scripts 

can be used for migrating the information kept in either local files or NIS into an LDAP directory. The 

scripts of primary interest to this configuration are user and group migration scripts; they can be 

downloaded from the following link:  

www.padl.com/OSS/MigrationTools.html. 

 If a small number of users are to be migrated, an LDAP GUI or CLI tool can be used to add members to 

the LDAP directory.  

 If MSSFU is used for schema extension, the NIS Data Migration Wizard, included with the Server for 

NIS installation, can be used for migrating users and groups to Active Directory. This is the method 

used in this configuration. 

6.1 SERVER FOR NIS MIGRATION  

The NIS Data Migration Wizard can migrate all data normally held in NIS maps, including hosts, netgroups, 

bootparams, and so on. The only maps of interest for this configuration are passwd, shadow, and group. 

When performing the migration, the wizard asks for the source maps to migrate. The migration wizard uses 

the same source files used to build the NIS maps for migration. Therefore, securely copy the passwd, 

shadow, and group files from the source directory on the NIS server to a network drive that can be accessed 

by the Active Directory domain controller from which the NIS Data Migration Wizard will be run. 

http://www.padl.com/OSS/MigrationTools.html
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6.2 THE MIGRATION WIZARD  

1. To start the NIS Data Migration Wizard, select Start > Programs > Windows Services for UNIX > NIS 

Server Migration. 

2. In the UNIX NIS domain name field, enter the NIS name chosen during Server for NIS installation. 

3. Specify the account to be used for Active Directory logon. The Administrator account is used in this 

configuration. 

4. Select the maps to migrate. For this migration, the passwd, group, shadow, and netgroup maps were 

chosen. 

 

 

5. Specify the network location of the NIS map source files; Z:\test was the source location for this 

migration. 

6. Select whether to migrate into an existing domain or into a new domain: 

 If the migration wizard is being run for the first time, select Migrate into a new domain. 

 If the migration wizard is being rerun, the NIS domain chosen in a previous migration is available in the 

drop-down list. In this is a rerun of the migration, select Migrate into an existing domain and select 

the NIS domain from the drop-down list. 
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7. Select a container in Active Directory to hold the migrated objects. 

The migration wizard automatically places migrated users and groups in the Users container; however, the 

wizard gives you an opportunity to select another container for this information.  

This migration specified a container for user and group migration: 

ou=java_users,dc=ellie,dc=com 

Note: User and Group information is moved by default to the Users container. Host and netgroup 

information is moved by default to the Computers container. Other maps are moved by default to a 

container, cn=DefaultMigrationContainer30,dc=ellie,dc=com, that is created during the migration 

process.  

Note: Only one container can be selected per migration. If you need to move groups into one container and 

users into another, run the NIS Migration Wizard one time for the user migration and again for the group 

migration. 

8. Enter the desired location for the log file in the Record conflicts in this file field. For this migration, the 

default location was used. 
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9. Select how to handle duplicate objects.  

If there are conflicts when migrating maps to AD, the migration wizard offers three choices for handling 

conflicts: 

 Overwrite: Resolve conflicts by replacing the Windows account name with the NIS account name 

being migrated. 

 Rename: Resolve conflicts by changing the Windows account name in Active Directory. If the 

objects of different types have the same name, the name of both objects will be changed before the 

data is migrated. 

 Preserve: Do not change Windows account names in Active Directory. 

This configuration had several users and groups in the NIS maps with the same name as Windows 

users and groups in Active Directory. The Preserve option was selected for this migration. The 

Windows user and group names were not changed; however, the UNIX attributes were added to 

these objects. 

10. Select Migrate and log and then select Next. The migration proceeds and information is logged in the 

log file indicated. 

 

6.3 POSTUSER AND GROUP MIGRATION 

After migration is complete, migrated UNIX users and groups can be viewed and managed from the 

Microsoft ADSI Edit snap-in and from the Users and Computers snap-in. 

Figure 4 shows migrated users and groups as seen from both these tools. The views are of the java_users 

organizational unit after NIS migration. The java_users OU contains both Windows groups and users and 

UNIX groups and users.  
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Figure 4) ADSI edit view and user and computers view of migrated users and groups. 

Referring to Figure 4: 

 Engineer is an example of a group that existed in both the NIS maps and in Active Directory. 

The UNIX GID and UNIX group membership were migrated to the existing object. After migration, there 

is only one Engineer Group object. 

During migration, the wizard populates msSFU30PosixMember with secondary group membership. As 

noted in the previous section, in NetApp environments this attribute cannot be used to map to the RFC 

2307 memberUid attribute, which holds secondary group information. After the migration is complete, 

secondary group membership of UNIX groups must be populated with a native LDAP utility into the 

appropriate Microsoft extended attribute msSFU30MemberUid. This extra step is necessary only for 

secondary group membership. A user’s GID is migrated into the UNIX User object when the passwd 

map is migrated.  

 The Accounting group is a Windows group. NIS did not contain a group with the same name. 

Accounting remains a group that is Windows only and would be used only within the normal Windows 

administration process. 

 Apacheg existed in the UNIX NIS group map, but did not exist as a Windows group. It was migrated into 

the Active Directory LDAP store. It already has a UNIX GID assigned to it. Any secondary members of 

this group will need to be added into the msSFU30MemberUid attribute with native LDAP tools. 

 Anne, Dana, and Edith are users that existed in both the NIS maps and in Active Directory with the 

same user name. The UNIX user information was migrated into the existing User objects. One User 

object holds both the Windows user information and the UNIX user information. 

 Fred/Frederick, Fritz/Fitzpatrick, and Ed/Edward are examples of users whose UNIX names and 

Windows names differ. After migration, the original User object that represents the person’s Windows 

information exists unchanged. A second User object has been created that holds the person’s UNIX 

user information. Therefore, there are two User objects for each of these users.  
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7 LDAP AS A NIS REPLACEMENT ON THE NETAPP STORAGE SYSTEM 

The use of LDAP as a NIS replacement is supported on NetApp storage systems in Data ONTAP 6.4 and 

later. Features have been added with subsequent releases as outlined below. As of ONTAP 7.3, the storage 

system can use LDAP as a store for user, group, and netgroup information. 

7.1 SUMMARY OF LDAP FEATURES 

 Data ONTAP 6.4:  

– Support for LDAP connectivity between the storage system and generic LDAP servers (except for 
Active Directory)  

– Support for www.faqs.org/rfcs/rfc2307.html RFC 2307 html schema (no objectClass or attribute 

mapping—LDAP server must use RFC 2307-compliant classes and attributes) (see more about 
RFC 2307 at www.faqs.org/rfcs/rfc2307.html) 

– User information retrieval  

– User group information retrieval  

 Data ONTAP 6.5:  

– User group list information retrieval (ability to retrieve secondary group information) 

– LDAP authentication for file system protocols  

– Clear text password authentication  

– UNIX crypt authentication  

 Data ONTAP 6.5.1:  

– Support for customized LDAP schemas  

– Support for multiple LDAP search bases and scopes  

– Active Directory LDAP server and connection management for improved connection scalability 
(using the ldap.ADdomain option) 

– LDAP user map between UNIX users and Windows NT users  

 Data ONTAP 7.0:  

– LDAP netgroup support  

 Data ONTAP 7.0.1:  

– LDAP and SASL  

 Data ONTAP 7.1:  

– LDAP and SSL: to LDAP servers based on UNIX only; not implemented for SSL to Active Directory 

 Data ONTAP 7.2:  

– LDAP and SSL extension to Active Directory (LDAP management infrastructure) 

7.1.1 LDAP CONNECTIVITY 

There are three options that can be used to connect to an LDAP server: 

 ldap.servers 

 ldap.preferred.servers 

 ldap.ADdomain 

Use the ldap.servers and/or ldap.preferred.servers options when connecting to an LDAP server based on 

UNIX. Do not use ldap.ADdomain when connecting to an LDAP server based on UNIX. 

http://www.faqs.org/rfcs/rfc2307.html
http://www.faqs.org/rfcs/rfc2307.html
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Use the ldap.ADdomain option when Active Directory is used for an LDAP store for UNIX information. Do 

not configure ldap.servers or ldap.preferred.servers if ldap.ADdomain is configured. 

If none of the ldap.servers or ldap.preferred.servers is available, or if none of the three options above is 

specified, but LDAP is enabled and the storage system belongs to an Active Directory domain, when an 

LDAP search for UNIX user, netgroup, or group information is required, the storage system tries to connect 

and SASL bind (Kerberos authenticate) to AD servers that are in the storage system’s installed domain.  

These three options use the following format: 

 ldap.preferred.servers [ server1 [ server2 ] ]  

When specified, servers listed in this option are tried first, according to the list order. If ldap.name and 

ldap.passwd are specified, the storage system sends them during the binding process for the 

authentication.  

 ldap.servers [ server1 [ server2 ] ]  

When no ldap.preferred.servers is specified, or specified servers are not available, servers designated 

in this option value are tried, according to list order. If ldap.name and ldap.passwd are specified, the 

storage system sends them during the binding process for the authentication.  

 ldap.ADdomain [Fully Qualified Domain Name]  

If you have UNIX user information saved in Active Directory, use this option to specify the Active 

Directory domain name in fully qualified domain name (FQDN) format. 

7.1.2 CUSTOMIZED LDAP SCHEMAS 

In Data ONTAP 6.5.1 and later, the RFC 2307 classes and attributes shown in Table 3 can be mapped to 

customized classes and attributes within the LDAP directory. 

Table 3) RFC 2307 attributes that can be mapped on the storage system. 

Options  Default Value (per RFC 2307)  

ldap.nssmap.objectClass.posixAccount  posixAccount  

ldap.nssmap.objectClass.posixGroup  posixGroup  

ldap.nssmap.objectClass.nisNetgroup  nisNetgroup  

ldap.nssmap.attribute.uid  uid  

ldap.nssmap.attribute.uidNumber  uidNumber  

ldap.nssmap.attribute.gidNumber  gidNumber  

ldap.nssmap.attribute.userPassword  userPassword  

ldap.nssmap.attribute.homeDirectory  homeDirectory  

ldap.nssmap.attribute.loginShell  loginShell  

ldap.nssmap.attribute.gecos  gecos  

ldap.nssmap.atrribute.groupname  cn  

ldap.nssmap.attribute.memberUid  memberUid  

ldap.nssmap.attribute.memberNisNetgroup  memberNisNetgroup  

ldap.nssmap.attribute.nisNetgroupTriple  nisNetgroupTriple  

ldap.nssmap.attribute.netgroupname  cn  
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7.1.3 MULTIPLE LDAP SEARCH BASES AND SCOPES 

The option ldap.base stipulates the base from which LDAP searches begin and the scope of the search. 

Starting with Data ONTAP 6.5.1, multiple bases, each with its own scope, can be specified in this option. 

Multiple search base support, however, does not mean that search bases from multiple LDAP directory 

stores can be specified with the base option. If multiple search bases are specified, all of the bases must be 

contained within the same directory store. 

When using the LDAP options for retrieval of UNIX user, group, or netgroup information, Data ONTAP does 

not presently support LDAP searches to multiple LDAP stores, nor does it support referrals to another LDAP 

directory store. 

If Active Directory is used to store UNIX user and group information, only one domain can be specified for 

the storage of this information, even if there is more than one Active Directory domain in the environment. 

With Active Directory LDAP, each domain has its own directory store, including domains within the same 

forest. For instance, if an Active Directory forest contains two domains, each in its own tree, one named 

ellie.com and one named sunny.com, the directory information for these two domains resides in separate 

LDAP directory stores; bases from both directory stores cannot be specified in the LDAP base. Instead, one 

of the domains must be chosen to hold all UNIX user and group information. Every user who needs to have 

a UNIX identity must have a user LDAP object created in the one domain specified by ldap.ADdomain. This 

is true even if the employee’s Windows account is in one of the other domains in the forest or in a trusted 

domain from another forest. LDAP user mapping is used to map the UNIX User object to the correct 

Windows domain\user. This scenario is explored in section 9. 

ldap.base syntax and examples: The ldap.base option sets the LDAP search base and scope. There 

are four base search options. One sets the common LDAP search base and scope. The other three set 

base and scope for password, group, and netgroup searches. If the passwd, group, or netgroup ldap base is 

not set, the common base is used for these searches. Specifying these three bases can result in improved 

search performance. 

 ldap.base [ String ]  

The base distinguished name to use for common LDAP lookups, which include user passwd lookup, 

group lookup, and netgroup lookup. 

 ldap.base.passwd [ String ]  

This option sets the LDAP search base and scope for the password (user information) search. If this 

option is set, the password search base that has been specified in ldap.base is overridden. However, 

the search base for the group and the netgroup are still defined by ldap.base if not specified otherwise.  

String format is the same as for the option ldap.base.  

 ldap.base.group [ String ]  

This option sets the LDAP search base and scope for the group search. If this option is set, the group 

search base that has been specified in ldap.base is overridden. However, the search base for the user 

information and the netgroup is still defined by ldap.base if not specified otherwise.  

String format is the same as for the option ldap.base.  

 ldap.base.netgroup [ String ]  

This option sets the LDAP search base and scope for netgroup searches. If this option is set, the 

netgroup search base that has been specified in the option ldap.base is overridden. However, the 

search base for the user information and the group information is still defined by ldap.base if not 

specified otherwise.  

String format is the same as for the option ldap.base.  

Table 4 outlines syntax for the ldap.base options. 
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Table 4) Syntax for LDAP base options. 

 

ldap.base [ String ]  The ldap.base value uses Distinguished Name data type. 

Scope is one of the following three choices:  
BASE 
ONELEVEL 
SUBTREE (default) 

[String] Format: ―(base) [:scope] [;(base)[:scope]]* "  
 

OR  
 

" base [:scope] [;base [:scope]]* " 

Examples: 

  

Example 1: Single search base, default scope 

options ldap.base (dc=ellie,dc=com) 

 

Example 2: Single search base, specified scope 

options ldap.base (dc=ellie,dc=com):ONELEVEL  

 

Example 3: Multiple search bases and search scopes 

options ldap.base 
"(dc=ellie,dc=com):BASE;(cn=Users,dc=ellie,dc=com): 

ONELEVEL;(ou=java_users,dc=ellie,dc=com)?" 

 

7.1.4 LDAP USER MAPPING  

Beginning with Data ONTAP 6.5.1, it is possible to use LDAP to map a UNIX user account to a Windows 

account and vice versa. The choice to use LDAP user mapping might be one of convenience as an 

alternative to using the storage system’s /etc/usermap.cfg file, or it might be necessitated by a corporate 

policy to store all user information in a centralized location. 

More extensive information on LDAP mapping is presented in section 9.  

7.1.5 LDAP WITH SASL 

This feature was implemented in Data ONTAP 7.0.1.  

Simple Authentication and Security Layer (SASL) is a method for adding authentication support to 

connection-based protocols. Using SASL, a user can be authenticated to an LDAP server without passing 

the user’s password in clear text. SASL requires a mechanism to be negotiated between the client and the 

server before doing the user authentication. There are several industry-standard authentication mechanisms 

that can be used with SASL, including GSSAPI for Kerberos V, DIGEST-MD5, and PLAIN and EXTERNAL 

for use with Transport Layer Security (TLS).  
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SASL works with standard LDAP server port 389 and supports thee levels of quality of protection (QOP). 

LDAP client and server negotiate the QOP during the authentication. The three levels of QOP are:  

 auth: No data integrity or protection.  

 auth-int: Provides data integrity (signing), but not protection.  

 auth-conf: Provides data integrity and protection (sealing). 

Data is encrypted using the cipher negotiated between client and server.  
Supported ciphers are des, 3des, rc4-40, rc4, and rc4-56.  

SASL Signing and Sealing: LDAP signing and sealing are possible with the SASL mechanism. Based on the 

quality of protection negotiated between the client and the server during the bind process, the LDAP 

communication after the authentication exchange might be signed and/or sealed.  

If the data integrity protection or signing is negotiated, then all subsequent messages after the SASL bind 

between the client and the server are appended with a message authentication code (MAC) block. The MAC 

block is 16 bytes in length and it is calculated based on an integrity key. Upon receipt, the MAC value is 

computed and compared with the received value; the message is discarded if they differ.  

If data protection or sealing is negotiated, each message between the client and the server is encrypted with 

the chosen cipher, and a MAC block is appended to the message. The MAC block is a variable length 

padding prefix followed by 16 bytes of integrity value. The padding and the first 10 bytes of the MAC block 

are encrypted along with the message. Upon receipt, the message is decrypted, and the MAC value is 

computed and compared with the received value; the message is discarded if they differ.  

7.1.6 LDAP OVER SSL TO LDAP SERVERS BASED ON UNIX 

LDAP over SSL to an LDAP server based on UNIX was first implemented in Data ONTAP 7.1 as a hidden 

option. 

The SSL protocol runs above TCP/IP and below higher-level protocols such as HTTP, LDAP, and IMAP. It 

uses TCP/IP on behalf of the higher-level protocols and in the process allows an SSL-enabled server to 

authenticate itself to an SSL-enabled client, allows the client to authenticate itself to the server, and allows 

both machines to establish an encrypted connection. These capabilities address fundamental concerns 

about communication over the Internet and other TCP/IP networks.  

SSL server authentication allows a user to confirm a server's identity. SSL-enabled client software can use 

standard techniques of public-key cryptography to check that a server's certificate and public ID are valid 

and have been issued by a certificate authority (CA) listed in the client's list of trusted CAs. This confirmation 

might be important if the user, for example, is sending a credit card number over the network and wants to 

check the receiving server's identity.  

SSL client authentication allows a server to confirm a user's identity. Using the same techniques as those 

used for server authentication, SSL-enabled server software can check that a client's certificate and public 

ID are valid and have been issued by a certificate authority listed in the server's list of trusted CAs. This 

confirmation might be important if the server, for example, is a bank sending confidential financial 

information to a customer and wants to check the recipient's identity.  

An encrypted SSL connection requires all information sent between a client and a server to be encrypted by 

the sending software and decrypted by the receiving software, thus providing a high degree of 

confidentiality. Confidentiality is important for both parties to any private transaction. In addition, all data sent 

over an encrypted SSL connection is protected with a mechanism for detecting tampering—that is, for 

automatically determining whether the data has been altered in transit.  

The SSL protocol includes two subprotocols: the SSL record protocol and the SSL handshake protocol. The 

SSL record protocol defines the format used to transmit data. The SSL handshake protocol involves using 

the SSL record protocol to exchange a series of messages between an SSL-enabled server and an SSL-

enabled client when they first establish an SSL connection. This exchange of messages is designed to 

facilitate the following actions:  

 Authenticate the server to the client 

 Allow the client and server to select the cryptographic algorithms, or ciphers, that they both support 
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 Optionally authenticate the client to the server 

 Use public-key encryption techniques to generate shared secrets 

 Establish an encrypted SSL connection 

7.1.7 EXTENDING SSL FUNCTIONALITY TO ACTIVE DIRECTORY LDAP SERVERS 

With Data ONTAP 7.2, SSL functionality is extended to Active Directory–based LDAP servers. 

Section 10 provides a procedure for configuring LDAP over SSL to Active Directory LDAP. 

7.2 LDAP AND THE NETAPP STORAGE SYSTEM 

Before moving to the LDAP configuration steps, let’s review when and why the storage system typically 

requests LDAP user and group information from the LDAP directory store. 

The essential function of the NetApp storage system is to store data. In a multiprotocol environment, with 

both CIFS and NFS licensed, there are four common scenarios for requesting access to data: 

 Scenario 1: User on a UNIX client requests access to data with UNIX security style permissions. 

 Scenario 2: User on a UNIX client requests access to data with NTFS security style permissions. 

 Scenario 3: User on a Windows client requests access to data with UNIX security style permissions. 

 Scenario 4: User on a Windows client requests access to data with NTFS security style permissions.  

Scenario 1: User on a UNIX client requests access to data with UNIX security style permissions. 

In scenario 1, the user is authenticated when he or she logs into the UNIX host. During the authentication 

process, the UNIX host has requested the user’s user and group information from the LDAP store. This 

includes the UID, the user’s primary GID, and all secondary GIDs. 

With any file or directory access request to the NetApp storage system, the UNIX client sends the UID of the 

user requesting access as well as all the user’s GIDs, including secondary group GIDs. The storage system 

uses the UID and GIDs sent by the UNIX client and checks these IDs against the UNIX file system 

permissions stored in the file or folder inode. The requested action is granted or denied based on the results 

of the access check operation. 

Therefore, when a user on a UNIX host is requesting access to a UNIX security style volume, the storage 

system does not need to do an LDAP lookup on any user that is requesting access to data from an NFS 

mount. The UNIX client has already done the lookup and is providing all UID and GID information needed to 

determine access rights. 
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Figure 5) Access request from a UNIX client: user mapping not required. 

Scenario 2: User on a UNIX client requests access to data with NTFS security style permissions. 

This scenario requires an LDAP lookup by the storage system. This is because of the native multiprotocol 

support provided by NetApp storage systems. In scenario 2, a user on a UNIX client requests access to data 

with NTFS security style. With the file access request, the UNIX client sends the user’s UID and all GIDs to 

the NetApp storage system. However, if the data is using NTFS security style, the UID and GIDs cannot be 

used to evaluate authorization rights. NTFS permissions must be evaluated against the person’s Windows 

User and Group SIDs. Therefore, the UNIX user identity must be mapped to the person’s Windows user 

name. The Windows user’s SIDs are then used in file access evaluation.  

When users on UNIX clients request access to data, the UID is provided in the access request packet, but 

the user name is not. Login names are used for user mapping; therefore, the storage system must do an 

LDAP lookup on the provided UID in order to get a UNIX user name that can then be mapped to a Windows 

user name. The Windows user’s SID and Group SIDs must be retrieved based on the mapped Windows 

user name. Access is then granted or denied based on evaluation of NTFS permissions. 
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Figure 6) Request from a UNIX client: user mapping is required. 

Scenario 3: User on a Windows client requests access to data with UNIX security style permissions. 

In scenario 3, the same mapping process is required as in scenario 2, but in reverse. When a user requests 

access to data from a Windows client, the request includes the SID of the user, but not the user name. The 

storage system requests the Windows user name from a domain controller and then does an LDAP lookup 

for the mapped UNIX name. 

Scenario 4: User on a Windows client requests access to data with NTFS security style permissions. 

Scenario 4 still includes a user mapping step, even though it is a Windows user requesting access to NTFS 

security style data. All current implementations of Data ONTAP perform a user mapping when the request is 

using CIFS. The same mapping process that is used for scenario 3 is used for scenario 4. 
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7.3 PRIOR TO ENABLING LDAP ON THE STORAGE SYSTEM: INFRASTRUCTURE 
PREPARATION 

Prior to configuring and enabling LDAP on the storage system, several parameters on which LDAP depends 

must be configured. As discussed previously, Active Directory requires proper DNS configuration and proper 

time synchronization. Before the storage system can participate in an Active Directory domain environment, 

CIFS setup must be run and the storage system must be joined to a domain. Additionally, if LDAP is to be 

used for storage of UNIX user and group information, the /etc/nsswitch.conf file must be configured to use 

LDAP name services for the passwd and group maps. 

Table 5) Infrastructure preparation tasks. 

Infrastructure Preparation Tasks 

/etc/resolv.conf  Must contain name server addresses for DNS servers that contain the 

appropriate Active Directory service locator records. 

/etc/nsswitch.conf  Add the LDAP name service to the passwd and group map entries. 

DNS options Make sure that DNS is enabled and that the correct DNS domain name is 

configured. 

CIFS setup  Completed prior to enabling LDAP. 

Time Server setup Active Directory Kerberos requires that the storage system time match domain 

controller time within five minutes. 

 

The following options and configuration files are used on the storage system for this configuration: 

/etc/resolv.conf 

nameserver 10.32.16.60 

nameserver 172.17.36.112 

/etc/nsswitch.conf 

hosts:  files  dns  nis 

passwd:   files  ldap 

netgroup: files  nis 

group:   files  ldap 

shadow:   files  ldap 

Note: It is recommended that files always be the first entry for all maps. This allows quick resolution of 

minimally required entries even if network connectivity is lost. 

options dns 

dns.cache.enable  on 

dns.domainname  ellie.com 

dns.enable  on 

cifs domaininfo 

NetBios Domain:            ELLIE 

Windows 2000 Domain Name:  ellie.com 

Type:                  Windows 2000 

Filer AD Site:             java1 

(output truncated) 
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options timed 

timed.enable on 

timed.proto ntp 

timed.servers 10.35.8.60 

 

7.4 ENABLING LDAP ON THE NETAPP STORAGE SYSTEM 

LDAP is configured and enabled on NetApp storage systems through LDAP options that can be 

categorized into four main groups: 

 The option that enables LDAP: 

ldap.enable         on 

 The options that configure the LDAP server: 

ldap.ADdomain 

ldap.base 

ldap.base.group 

ldap.base.netgroup 

ldap.base.passwd 

ldap.name  

ldap.passwd 

ldap.port 

ldap.servers 

ldap.servers.preferred 

ldap.ssl.enable     (available as a hidden option in 7.1 and in 7.2) 

 The options that map RFC 2307 classes and attributes to the LDAP server’s actual classes and 

attributes: 

ldap.nssmap.attribute.gecos  

ldap.nssmap.attribute.gidNumber 

ldap.nssmap.attribute.groupname 

ldap.nssmap.attribute.homeDirectory 

ldap.nssmap.attribute.loginShell 

ldap.nssmap.attribute.memberNisNetgroup 

ldap.nssmap.attribute.memberUid 

ldap.nssmap.attribute.netgroupname 

ldap.nssmap.attribute.nisNetgroupTriple 

ldap.nssmap.attribute.uid 

ldap.nssmap.attribute.uidNumber 

ldap.nssmap.attribute.userPassword 

ldap.nssmap.objectClass.nisNetgroup 

ldap.nssmap.objectClass.posixAccount 

ldap.nssmap.objectClass.posixGroup 

 The options that configure LDAP user mapping: 
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ldap.usermap.attribute.unixaccount 

ldap.usermap.attribute.windowsaccount 

ldap.usermap.base 

ldap.usermap.enable  

ldap.usermap.symmetriclookup    (hidden option) 

ldap.usermap.windows-to-unix.attribute    (hidden option) 

ldap.usermap.windows-to-unix.objectClass   (hidden option) 

 

7.4.1 LDAP CONFIGURATION WHEN USING ACTIVE DIRECTORY LDAP WITH MSSFU SCHEMA 
EXTENSION 

 When configuring the storage system to use Active Directory LDAP, use the ldap.ADdomain option to 

specify the LDAP servers. 

 The LDAP base is generally, but not always, the top level of the hierarchical AD domain structure for 

that particular domain. Multiple bases can be specified, but each base must reside within the same 

LDAP store; therefore, when using AD LDAP as a NIS replacement, one AD domain must hold all UNIX 

user information. The group, netgroup, and passwd base options are optional; however, specifying 

these search bases can improve search performance.  

 The options ldap.name and ldap.passwd specify which user account should be used when binding to 

the LDAP server.  

 When extending AD LDAP with Microsoft Services for UNIX, it is mandatory to map the actual classes 

and attributes used in AD to the RFC 2307 classes and attributes used by the storage system. 

 User mapping options are optional. Use these options when using LDAP user mapping as an 

alternative to the traditional user mapping provided by the /etc//usermap.cfg file.  

 Use the option ldap.enable to enable LDAP functionality. 

Table 6 details the LDAP options needed to use an Active Directory LDAP server with the Microsoft 

Services for UNIX 3.5 schema extension. LDAP user mapping is not configured. See section 9 for LDAP 

user mapping configuration examples. 

Table 6) LDAP options when using Active Directory LDAP with MSSFU 3.5 schema extension. 

 

eddie*> options ldap  

ldap.ADdomain         ellie.com 

ldap.base           dc=ellie,dc=com 

ldap.base.group ou=java_users,dc=ellie,dc=com 

ldap.base.netgroup  

ldap.base.passwd ou=java_users,dc=ellie,dc=com 

ldap.enable     on 

ldap.name           cn=ellie_user,ou=java_users,dc=ellie,dc=com 

ldap.nssmap.attribute.gecos name 

ldap.nssmap.attribute.gidNumber  msSFU30GidNumber 

ldap.nssmap.attribute.groupname cn 

ldap.nssmap.attribute.homeDirectory  msSFU30HomeDirectory 

ldap.nssmap.attribute.loginShell  msSFU30LoginShell 

ldap.nssmap.attribute.memberNisNetgroup   
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ldap.nssmap.attribute.memberUid  msSFU30MemberUid 

ldap.nssmap.attribute.netgroupname name  

ldap.nssmap.attribute.nisNetgroupTriple   

ldap.nssmap.attribute.uid   sAMAccountName 

ldap.nssmap.attribute.uidNumber  msSFU30UidNumber 

ldap.nssmap.attribute.userPassword  msSFU30Password 

ldap.nssmap.objectClass.nisNetgroup  

ldap.nssmap.objectClass.posixAccount User 

ldap.nssmap.objectClass.posixGroup Group 

ldap.passwd      ****** 

ldap.port      389 

ldap.servers  

ldap.servers.preferred  

 

Notes: 

 When specifying an Active Directory LDAP server, specify the option ldap.ADdomain as the fully 

qualified domain name of the Active Directory domain, using the DNS FQDN format. 

 When using option ldap.ADdomain, do not enter values into ldap.servers or ldap.servers.preferred. The 

option ldap.ADdomain makes sure that any domain controller in the AD domain can be used for LDAP 

searches. 

 If none of the three options is configured (ldap.servers, ldap.preferred.servers, or ldap.ADdomain), but 

the storage system is part of an Active Directory domain, LDAP searches the Active Directory domain 

configured in CIFS setup when performing an LDAP query for UNIX user, group, or netgroup 

information (provided that LDAP is specified in the corresponding nsswitch.conf map). 

 When specifying any LDAP base, specify the base as a distinguished name. 

 Since MSSFU extended schema creates extended classes of the Windows main User and Group 

classes, we map posixAccount and posixGroup to the Microsoft User and Group objects. 

 The current version of Data ONTAP allows netgroup information to be retrieved from LDAP directory 

stores; however, when extending the schema with MSSFU, the netgroup attributes added with the 

extended netgroup class are of data type Distinguished Name, which is not currently supported by the 

storage system’s RFC 2307-compliant implementation of LDAP. If Active Directory is to be used for the 

storage of netgroup information, the netgroup class and attributes must be added to the schema by 

another means, a means where the netgroup attributes data types can be designated as ASCII string 

data type. See section 11 for information on manually extending the Active Directory schema with an 

LDIF file. 

 Since the UNIX login name attribute, uid, is mapped to sAMAccountName, the Windows login 

attribute, this configuration requires that:  

– Every UNIX login name is the same as the Windows user login name. 

– If the UNIX and Windows login names differ, the UNIX user information is contained within a 

second, separate User object. The User object that holds the UNIX information would have the 

value of sAMAccountName set to the UNIX user name. 

 The UNIX user attribute gecos is not exposed in the Users and Computers snap-in. Therefore, since 

gecos is a description field, this attribute can be mapped to any desired attribute in the User class that 
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has data type ASCII string. In this configuration, it is mapped to the attribute name, which usually 

contains the same information as sAMAccountName.  

 One of the required attributes for the Group object is cn. The value is always the group name. When 

using MSSFU for AD schema extension, a UNIX Group object is created in the same manner as a 

Windows Group object; therefore, a UNIX Group object always has the attribute cn populated with the 

name of the group. Therefore, cn can be used to map the group name. 

 The LDAP attribute msSFU30MemberUid returns the values of a user’s secondary groups with data 

type ASCII string. Therefore, the storage system can accurately assess authorization based on a user’s 

membership in secondary groups. 

 SSL is not enabled in this configuration. See section 10 to configure SSL on the storage system. 
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7.5 TEST LDAP FUNCTIONALITY WITH GETXXBYYY 

The command getXXbyYY, available in the advanced mode, retrieves information from all name services 

configured in the corresponding map of the /etc/nsswitch.conf file. To make sure that the storage system is 

retrieving requested information from the LDAP server, do one of the following:  

 Create a user and group in the LDAP store that is not contained in the NIS user and group maps and 

test with this user and group 

 Remove NIS as a configured name service in the passwd and group maps of the nsswitch.conf file 

The following table lists the getXXbyYY commands that can be used to demonstrate successful LDAP lookups. 

Table 7) GetXXbyYY commands that demonstrate successful LDAP lookups. 
 

getXXbyYY getpwbyname_r user_name   Returns passwd and shadow attributes for the indicated user. 

getXXbyYY getpwbyuid_r 

user_uid_number 

Returns passwd and shadow attributes for the indicated UID. 

getXXbyYY getgrbyname group_name      Returns UID of the indicated group. 

getXXbyYY getgrbygid  

group_gid_number  

Returns group name of the indicated GID. 

getXXbyYY getgrlist  user_name Returns list of primary and secondary groups for the indicated 
user. 

 

7.5.1 EXAMPLES OF THE GETXXBYYY COMMAND 

 Verify User Information  
eddie> priv set advanced 

eddie*> getXXbyYY getpwbyname_r anne 

pw_name = anne 

pw_passwd = {clear}nJpkfhAD/h13Q 

pw_uid = 118, pw_gid = 110 

pw_gecos = anne 

pw_dir = /export/home/anne 

pw_shell = /bin/bash 

eddie*> getXXbyYY getpwbyuid_r 114 

pw_name = fred 

pw_passwd = {clear}aGHr0Rz7NZVeU 

pw_uid = 114, pw_gid = 107 

pw_gecos = fred 

pw_dir = /export/home/fred 

pw_shell = /bin/bash 

 Verify Group Information  
eddie> priv set advanced 

eddie*> getXXbyYY getgrbyname lab 

name = lab 

gid = 109 

eddie*> getXXbyYY getgrbygid 108 
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name = qa 

gid = 108 

 Verify User’s Secondary Group Information  
eddie> priv set advanced 

eddie*> getXXbyYY getgrlist fred 

pw_name = fred 

Groups: 107 109  (Note: 109 is lab, the user’s secondary group) 

eddie*> getXXbyYY getgrlist shara 

pw_name = shara 

Groups: 110 109   (Note: 109 is lab, the user’s secondary group)  
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8 CONFIGURE FEDORA 4 TO USE ACTIVE DIRECTORY LDAP AS A 
DIRECTORY STORE 

This section outlines the procedure used to configure a Fedora 4 client to use Active Directory LDAP as an 

identity store. 

Frequently, there are several Linux distributions and several versions of each distribution deployed within 

the customer environment. Not all older Linux versions natively support the use of Active Directory LDAP; 

therefore, with some older clients, it is necessary to download and install newer NSS_LDAP and 

PAM_LDAP modules that do support this feature before configuring LDAP. 

Fedora 4, as a newer release, natively supports Active Directory LDAP as a NIS replacement. The versions 

of NSS_LDAP and PAM_LDAP that are included with the Fedora 4 distribution can be utilized. 

 This configuration uses Fedora Core release 4 (Stentz): 

(Linux persephone.ellie.com 2.6.11-1.1369_FC4 #1 Thu Jun 2 22:55:56 EDT 2005 i686 athlon i386 

GNU/Linux) 

 Appendix A outlines the procedure to configure a Solaris 9 client to use Active Directory LDAP as an 

identity store.  

 Appendix B outlines the procedure to configure Red Hat ES 3.  

 The procedures outlined in Appendix A and Appendix B require the installation of newer PAM_LDAP 

and NSS_LDAP modules. Refer to these appendixes for the steps needed to configure LDAP on these 

clients. 

8.1 INFRASTRUCTURE PREPARATION 

Prior to configuring and enabling LDAP on the Fedora client, the DNS file, resolv.conf, and the NSS file, 

nsswitch.conf, must be properly configured to make sure of proper LDAP client functionality. 

Table 8) Infrastructure preparation tasks. 

  Infrastructure Preparation Tasks 

/etc/resolv.conf Must contain name server addresses for the DNS servers to be used for host 

name resolution. For this configuration, the Linux clients use the same AD-

integrated DNS servers as are used in the Windows environment. 

/etc/nsswitch.conf  Add the LDAP name service to the passwd and group map entries. 

 

8.2 THE PAM_LDAP AND NSS_LDAP MODULES AND FEDORA 4 

Active Directory LDAP can be used as a main method for user authentication, as a directory store for user 

and group information, or as both an authentication mechanism and a directory store. The PAM_LDAP 

module provides LDAP authentication functionality, used either as the primary UNIX user authentication 

mechanism, or to bind to Active Directory. The NSS_LDAP module enables the integration of LDAP name 

services into the NSCD.  

Fedora 4 natively has NSS_LDAP and PAM_LDAP libraries that provide all the needed functionality to use 

Active Directory LDAP as an identity store; therefore, for this configuration it was not necessary to build and 

install NSS_LDAP and PAM_LDAP to gain this functionality. The natively installed modules were used 

instead. 
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8.2.1 LDAP Client Libraries 
LDAP client tools and libraries need to be installed on Linux hosts before they can connect to and use LDAP 

services, including an Active Directory LDAP store. The libraries provide the APIs used by the NSS_LDAP 

and PAM_LDAP modules. LDAP client tools such as ldapsearch, ldapadd, and ldapmodify are installed 

along with the libraries. Before proceeding with LDAP configuration, confirm that the Linux host has the 

ldapclient package installed. 

The standard installation of Fedora 4 includes the LDAP client libraries and tools. Verify that they are 

installed with the following command: 

rpm -qa |grep ldap 

openldap-2.2.23-5 

openldap-servers-2.2.23-5 

openldap-devel-2.2.23-5 

openldap-clients-2.2.23-5 

Note: The server component is not used when Active Directory is used as the LDAP server. 

8.3 CONFIGURING LDAP ON THE FEDORA 4 CLIENT 

Since the native NSS_LDAP and PAM_LDAP modules that are installed with Fedora 4 fully support the use 

of Microsoft Active Directory as an LDAP store, we do not need to build and install NSS_LDAP and 

PAM_LDAP modules. Therefore, the next step is to configure the client to use the store. 

With Fedora 4, the LDAP configuration file is /etc/ldap.conf. The file consists of three sets of parameters:  

 Generic parameters common to both pam_ldap and nss_ldap 

 Parameters specific to pam_ldap 

 Parameters specific to nss_ldap 

These parameters control how the client binds to LDAP, how the PAM module is utilized, and how the name 

services are used. 

Tables 9, 10, and 11 define the generic, PAM-specific, and NSS-specific parameters of interest in the 

configuration.  

Table 9) Generic /etc/ldap.conf parameters. 

Generic /etc/ldap.conf Parameters 

Parameter  Definition 

host – The DNS name or IP address of the LDAP server. 

Multiple names can be listed, each separated by a space. 

base – The distinguished name of the search base. 

uri – The uri is another method of referencing the LDAP server. 

For example: uri ldap://127.0.0.1. 

binddn –  The distinguished name used to bind to the server. Default is to bind anonymously. 

bindpw – The credentials used when binding. The default is no credential. 

rootbinddn – The distinguished name with which to bind to the server if the effective user ID is root. 
The password is stored in the /etc/ldap.secret (mode 600) file. 

scope – The scope to use when searching the LDAP tree. Can be base, sub, or one. 

timelimit – The search time limit in seconds. 
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Table 10) PAM-specific /etc/ldap.conf parameters. 

PAM-specific /etc/ldap.conf Parameters 

Parameter Definition 

pam_filter – The filter used to find User Account objects.  

pam_login_attribute – The user’s login name attributes. Defaults to uid. 

pam_password – 
Defines how passwords are processed by the pam_ldap module. The parameter 
addresses problems that arise when the password is stored in different attributes 
and with different formats for the User objects used by different schemas. 

pam_password Has the Following Options 

ad: 
Update Active Directory password by creating Unicode password and updating 
the unicodePwd attribute. This is the setting used in this configuration. 

clear:  Do not hash the password at all. This is the default. 

crypt: Hash password locally. 

nds: Remove old password first, then update in clear text. 

exop: Use the OpenLDAP password change extended operation. 

 
Table 11) NSS-specific /etc/ldap.conf parameters. 

NSS-Specific /etc/ldap.conf Parameters 

Parameter Definition 

nss_base_passwd – 

nss_base_shadow – 

nss_base_group – 

RFC 2307 search contexts for each map. These entries are optional. If not 
configured, the ldap base is used. However, configuring the search base for 
passwd, shadow, and group can improve search performance. 

The argument to the parameter is written as the tuple base?scope?filter where: 

- scope is base, sub, or one. 

- filter is a filter to be ANDed with the default filter. 

- base is the search base. 

You can omit the domain suffix from the search base and the default base 
distinguished name will be appended. Examples: 

nss_base_passwd ou=java_users?one 

nss_base_shadow  ou=java_users,dc=ellie,dc=com?one 

nss_map_attribute – 
The RFC 2307 attribute mapped_attribute. This list is similar to the attribute 
mappings previously configured on the storage system. 

nss_map_objectclass – 

The RFC 2307 objectClass mapped_objectclass. This list is similar to the object 
class mappings previously configured on the storage system. 

By default, the nss_ldap module uses the schema defined in RFC 2307 for storing 
UNIX and Linux information. The schema extensions provided by MSSFU are not 
RFC 2307 compliant, but they store the same information.  
The objectClass and attribute mapping provide nss_ldap with the information 
needed to correctly use data stored in MSSFU extensions. 
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8.3.1 THE FEDORA 4 /ETC/LDAP.CONF FILE 

The LDAP configuration file from the Fedora 4 host used in this configuration, shown below, contains 

generic, pam_ldap-specific, and nss_ldap-specific parameters. This represents a complete, fully functional 

configuration file that allows LDAP binds and searches to the Active Directory LDAP store. 

/etc/ldap.conf  

  

host  10.32.16.60 172.17.36.112 

base  dc=ellie,dc=com 

uri  ldap://athena.ellie.com 

  

#Use the lines below if anonymous  
#browsing is not allowed: 

 

binddn  cn=padl,ou=java_users,dc=ellie,dc=com 

bindpw  binddn’s_password 

rootbinddn  cn=adminaccount,ou=java_users,dc=ellie,dc=com 

  

scope sub 

timelimit 30 

  

#PAM_LDAP specific options:  

pam_filter objectclass = User 

pam_login_attribute  sAMAccountName 

pam_password  ad 

  

#NSS_LDAP specific options:  

nss_base_passwd     ou=java_users,dc=ellie,dc=com?sub 

nss_base_shadow     ou=java_users,dc=ellie,dc=com?sub 

nss_base_group      ou=java_users,dc=ellie,dc=com?sub 

  

nss_map_objectclass posixAccount  User 

nss_map_objectclass shadowAccount  User 

nss_map_attribute uid  sAMAccountName 

nss_map_attribute uidNumber  msSFU30UidNumber 

nss_map_attribute gidNumber  msSFU30GidNumber 

nss_map_attribute cn  sAMAccountName 

#nss_map_attribute userPassword  msSFU30Password 

nss_map_attribute homeDirectory  msSFU30HomeDirectory 

nss_map_attribute loginShell  msSFU30LoginShell 

nss_map_attribute gecos  name 
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nss_map_objectclass posixGroup  Group 

nss_map_attribute uniqueMember  member 

nss_map_attribute memberUid  msSFU30MemberUid 

 

Notes: 

 The host parameter can contain host names or IP addresses. If host names are used, make sure that 

the host names are resolvable by means other than LDAP. Multiple servers can be entered, separating 

the entries with a space. 

 Active Directory has been configured to allow anonymous browsing. Therefore, the binddn and bindpw 

entries in the /etc/ldap.conf file are not necessary, but are included for completeness.  

 The pam_login_attribute and the uid nss_map_attribute in this configuration are set to 

sAMAccountName. This is the Windows user login attribute. See section 5.3.2 for further information 

on using this attribute to map to uid.  

 The userPassword attribute is commented out in the above configuration because pam_password is set 

to ad; the PAM_LDAP module controls password management. Pam_password must be set to AD, and 

this line must be commented out for proper functionality when using Active Directory as a UNIX LDAP 

store. 

 Port 389 is the default port for connections to LDAP servers. This connection does not 
provide encrypted network configuration. The configuration above does not provide secure 
network communication, which is recommended in an enterprise environment. See section 
10 for methodology and steps to configure secure LDAP communication over port 636 using 
SSL on a Linux client.  

 

8.4 CONFIGURING PAM TO USE THE PAM_LDAP MODULE  

The pam_ldap module allows UNIX and Linux clients to use LDAP for authentication and account 

information. LDAP authentication can be used as the primary method for user login authentication, but this is 

not recommended. If a secure, centralized method for authentication is desired, Kerberos authentication is 

recommended. Instead, use LDAP authentication to allow LDAP binds. 

Fedora 4 has a separate directory, /etc/pam.d, which contains the PAM configuration files, one file for each 

configured service. For convenience, use the Red Hat configuration utility, authconfig, to configure both NSS 

and PAM services. The authconfig utility configures PAM services by modifying the centralized 

/etc/pam.d/system-auth file. Modification of the other files in the directory is not necessary for this 

configuration. 

It is important to remember that whenever the authconfig utility is run, manual changes to the system PAM 

file, /etc/pam.d/system-auth, are overwritten. Other authentication and NSS configuration files are modified 

as well. For instance, if LDAP name services or authentication is configured through this utility, the 

configuration file /etc/ldap.conf might be modified. If Kerberos is configured through authconfig, the Kerberos 

configuration file /etc/krb5.conf might be modified. Not all the changes are desired or appropriate when 

using Microsoft Active Directory for an LDAP store. Therefore, before running the authconfig utility, make 

backup copies of the /etc/pam.d/system-auth, /etc/ldap.conf, and ./etc/krb5.conf files. After running the 

utility, compare the new versions of these files with the saved backups. Modify the new files as necessary. 

 

Use the following procedure to configure PAM to use LDAP for name services and authentication: 

1. Start the authconfig utility: 

persephone# authconfig 
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2. The Authentication Configuration screen is used to choose which name services this client should 

use and what authentication methods should be used. In this configuration, both local /etc files and 

LDAP are used for name services.  

System authentication, LDAP authentication, and Kerberos authentication are all configured 

authentication services. The option Local authentication is sufficient is selected. This allows a local 

login for a user that also exists in the Kerberos database or in the LDAP database, even if network 

service disruption causes LDAP or Kerberos servers to be unavailable.  

 

3. The LDAP Settings screen is used to configure the LDAP settings. This configuration does not use 

TLS. LDAP communication is over the default LDAP port, port 389.  

 

4. The Kerberos Settings screen is used to configure Kerberos authentication. In this configuration, 

Kerberos is the main method deployed to authenticate users; however, both local system authentication 

and LDAP authentication are configured as well. 
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5. After you click OK, the /etc/pam.d/system-auth file has the following entries: 

/etc/pam.d/system-auth 

 

# User changes will be destroyed the next time authconfig is run. 

auth    required    /lib/security/$ISA/pam_env.so 

auth    sufficient  /lib/security/$ISA/pam_unix.so likeauth nullok 

auth    sufficient  /lib/security/$ISA/pam_krb5.so use_first_pass 

auth    sufficient  /lib/security/$ISA/pam_ldap.so use_first_pass 

auth    required    /lib/security/$ISA/pam_deny.so 

 

account   required    /lib/security/$ISA/pam_unix.so broken_shadow 

account   sufficient  /lib/security/$ISA/pam_localuser.so 

account   sufficient  /lib/security/$ISA/pam_succeed_if.so uid < 100 quiet 

account   [default=bad success=ok user_unknown=ignore] /lib/security/$ISA/pam_ldap.so 

account   [default=bad success=ok user_unknown=ignore] /lib/security/$ISA/pam_krb5.so 

account   required   /lib/security/$ISA/pam_permit.so 

 

password  requisite   /lib/security/$ISA/pam_cracklib.so retry=3 

password  sufficient  /lib/security/$ISA/pam_unix.so nullok use_authtok shadow 

password  sufficient  /lib/security/$ISA/pam_krb5.so use_authtok 

Password  sufficient  /lib/security/$ISA/pam_ldap.so use_authtok 

password  required    /lib/security/$ISA/pam_deny.so 

 

session   required    /lib/security/$ISA/pam_limits.so 

session   required    /lib/security/$ISA/pam_unix.so 

session   optional    /lib/security/$ISA/pam_krb5.so 

session   optional    /lib/security/$ISA/pam_ldap.so 

8.5 LDAPCLIENT CONFIGURATION 

As discussed earlier, the /etc/ldap.conf file is used to configure the PAM_LDAP and NSS_LDAP modules. 

This is the configuration file used when using LDAP either as an identity store or for user authentication. 

However, ldapclient client tools such as ldapsearch, ldapadd, and ldapmodify use another LDAP 

configuration file, /etc/openldap/ldap.conf. The format of the file is similar to /etc/ldap.conf, but contains only 

basic information needed to bind to the LDAP server. 

Following is the /etc/openldap/ldap.conf file for the Fedora 4 host in this configuration: 

/etc/openldap/ldap.conf 

HOST 10.32.16.60 172.17.36.112 

BASE dc=ellie,dc=com 
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8.6 TEST LDAP FUNCTIONALITY WITH THE GETENT COMMAND 

Use the getent command on the Linux client to verify correct return of user and group information from the 

LDAP directory store.  

This command returns output from all directory stores configured in /etc/nsswitch.conf. The presence of data 

from users or groups that reside only in the LDAP store confirms that LDAP searches are succeeding. 

persephone# getent passwd 

shara:x:117:110:shara:/export/home/shara:/bin/bash 

enid:x:10000:107:enid:/export/home/enid:/bin/bash 

edith:x:126:107:edith:/export/home/edith:/bin/bash 

(output truncated) 

 

persephone# getent group 

Engineer:x:103: 

Market:x:105: 

lab:x:109:margo,earl,elaine,edith,fred,fritz,shara 

(output truncated) 

Note: To make sure of a valid test result, be sure that one of the following conditions is met: 

 Look for data that is contained in LDAP, but is not in the local files or NIS. 

 Remove NIS from the passwd, shadow, and group maps of /etc/nsswitch.conf and look for the return of 
data on users and groups that are not contained in the local /etc files. 
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9 LDAP USER MAPPING ON NETAPP STORAGE SYSTEMS 

LDAP user mapping, which was first implemented in Data ONTAP 6.5.1, allows the storage system to get 

user mapping information from LDAP servers. This offers another user mapping method, in addition to the 

storage system’s /etc/usermap.cfg file. 

There are two directions in which the storage system maps user names. 

 UNIX user to Windows user: 

The storage system has the UNIX user name. It needs to know the name of the corresponding 

Windows user (example: wcc – u eames, which maps eames to sunny\alexe). 

 Windows user to UNIX user:  

The storage system has the Windows user name. It needs to know the name of the corresponding 

UNIX user (example: wcc –s sunny\bobg, which maps sunny\bobgto gorin).  

9.1 TYPES OF LDAP USER MAPPING 

There are two types of LDAP user mapping, symmetric and asymmetric.  

 UNIX user to Windows user mapping: 

There is no difference in the process followed with symmetric or asymmetric user mapping when 

mapping the UNIX user to Windows user. 

For both methods, the same attribute is used to hold the UNIX user to Windows user mapping 

information, and this attribute is always stored in the User object that holds an employee’s UNIX user 

information. 

 Windows user to UNIX user mapping: 

Symmetric mapping and asymmetric mapping follow different processes when mapping the employee’s 

Windows user name to the UNIX user name. Additionally, the storage location of the attribute that maps 

the Windows user to UNIX user differs between the two methods. 

– Symmetric user mapping: The Windows user to UNIX user mapping attribute is stored in the 

UNIX User object (same LDAP store and same object that holds the UNIX to Windows mapping 

information).  

– Asymmetric user mapping: The Windows user to UNIX user mapping is not stored in the UNIX 

User object. Instead, it is stored with the Windows User object (a different LDAP store and a 

different User object than the one that holds the UNIX to Windows mapping information).  

USER MAPPING RELATIONSHIPS AVAILABLE IN SYMMETRIC AND ASYMMETRIC MAPPING  

Another differentiator between the two user mapping methods is that symmetric user mapping allows only 

equivalent user mapping, whereas asymmetric user mapping allows the full range of user mapping 

relationships. To illustrate the types of user mapping relationships that are possible, consider the 

configurations possible through the usermap.cfg file. 

Table 12) User mapping relationships available in the /etc/usermap.cfg file. 

sunny\bobg == gorin Mapping is bidirectional. 

sunny\enid => enid2 Mapping is unidirectional, valid only in the Windows user to UNIX user direction.  

ellie\enid <= enid Mapping is unidirectional, valid only in the UNIX user to Windows user direction. 

 

With asymmetric mapping, all three relationships listed above are possible. With symmetric mapping, only 

the first one, equivalent mapping, is possible. 
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WHY CHOOSE ASYMMETRIC USER MAPPING? 

Use asymmetric mapping when it is convenient or desirable to store the attribute that maps the Windows 

user to UNIX user within the Windows User object. This makes it easier to maintain a complete record of 

Windows user information within the Windows User object. 

Use asymmetric mapping when nonequivalent mapping relationships need to be configured. 

Table 13) Symmetric and asymmetric configuration parameters. 

 Symmetric Asymmetric 

LDAP server options ldap.ADdomain 

OR 

ldap.servers 

ldap.preferred.servers 

ldap.ADdomain 

OR 

ldap.servers 

ldap.preferred.servers 

User mapping 
relationships 
allowed 

domain_name\user == unix_user domain_name\user == unix_user 

domain_name\user => unix_user 

domain_name\user <= unix_user 

UNIX user to 
Windows user 
mapping stored in 

The UNIX User object The UNIX User object 

UNIX user to 
Windows user 
mapping attribute 

options 
ldap.usermap.attribute.windowsaccount 

options 
ldap.usermap.attribute.windowsaccount 

Format of 
windowsaccount 
value 

domain_name\user_name 

sunny\bobg 

ellie\robert 

domain_name\user_name 

sunny\enid 

ellie\enid 

Windows user to 
UNIX user mapping 
stored in 

The UNIX User object The Windows User object 

Windows user to 
UNIX user mapping 
attribute 

A special attribute is not used; instead, 
the UNIX user name attribute is used 

options ldap.nssmap.attrubite.uid 

options 
ldap.usermap.attribute.unixaccount 

Format of 
unixaccount value 

This attribute is not used in symmetric 
mapping 

unix_name 

gorin 

bob 
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9.2 LDAP USER MAPPING CONFIGURATION AND PROCESS EXAMPLES 

The environment used in these examples contains one Active Directory forest, ellie.com. The forest contains 

two trees, sunny.com and ellie.com. All UNIX user information is stored in the ellie.com LDAP store. The 

following example provides the LDAP configuration and illustrates the process used to map users, using 

both symmetric and asymmetric mapping. 

 FOREST ROOT: ellie.com 

 TREE:   ellie.com 

 TREE:   sunny.com 

 ldap.ADdomain  ellie.com 

LDAP Options Used with the LDAP User Mapping Process 

(1)            ldap.ADdomain            ellie.com 

(2)            ldap.base               dc=ellie,dc=com 

(3)            ldap.base.passwd          ou=java_users,dc=ellie,dc=com 

(4)            ldap.enable             on 

(5 )           ldap.nssmap.attribute.uid     msSFU30Name 

(6)            ldap.nssmap.objectClass.posixAccount   User 

(7)            ldap.usermap.enable         on 

(8)            ldap.usermap.base    dc=ellie,dc=com 

(9)  
1
         ldap.usermap.symmetriclookup    [yes | no] 

(10) 
3 

        ldap.usermap.attribute.windowsaccount   msSFU30Gecos 

(11) 
1  2  6  

  ldap.usermap.windows-to-unix.objectClass  User 

(12) 
1  2  6

   ldap.usermap.windows-to-unix.attribute   sAMAccountName 

(13) 
2  4  5   

 ldap.usermap.attribute.unixaccount   gecos 

 

1
 Options 9, 11, and 12 are hidden. 

2 
Options 11-13 are not used with symmetric user mapping.  

3
 The attribute windowsaccount can be an attribute that was specifically added to the LDAP schema to 

hold this information, or it can be an existing attribute within the User Object class that is unused and is of a 

data type that is supported on the storage system (ASCII). In this configuration, the attribute 

msSFU30Gecos, which has already been added through the MSSFU schema extension, is used to hold the 

windowsaccount attribute. 

4
 In the symmetric user mapping scheme, the LDAP option ldap.usermap.attribute.unixaccount is not 

used. With the symmetric process, it is required that the attribute needed to map the Windows user to the 

UNIX user be stored in the UNIX User object. Therefore, since this object already contains an attribute for 

the UNIX user name (ldap.nss.attribute.uid), this attribute can also be used as the Windows to UNIX 

mapping attribute. A separate unixaccount attribute is not needed. Even if configured, it will be ignored in a 

symmetric configuration. 

5 
With asymmetric user mapping, the attribute unixaccount is used. This attribute, which maps the Windows 

name to the UNIX name, is stored in the Windows User object, an object that normally would not contain 

UNIX user information and would, therefore, not natively contain an attribute that is equivalent to 

ldap.nss.attribute.uid. An attribute must be specifically designated to hold this information. This attribute is 

then mapped to unixaccount.  

Since the unixaccount attribute, used to store the UNIX user login name, is configured within the Windows 

user account, this value is often stored in a User object that resides in Active Directory domains other than 

the one to which the storage system belongs.  

With asymmetric mapping, every domain that contains Windows users that map to UNIX accounts stored in 

LDAP must have its schema extended to include the unixaccount attribute. Alternatively, an existing, 

unused attribute within the User class can be used to store unixaccount values. This attribute must be of a 
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data type supported by the storage system (ASCII). In this configuration, an existing attribute, gecos, is 

used to hold the unixaccount information. (This attribute was added with the LDIFDE schema extension 

described in section 11.) 

6
 Since the unixaccount information is not stored in the UNIX User object, the storage system must 

dynamically create an LDAP search that is directed to the Active Directory domain that contains the 

Windows User object. With this search request, the storage system requests that the ―unixaccount‖ 

information be returned. However, in order to construct the query, the storage system must know what class 

holds the user information and what attribute holds the Windows user name. The hidden options windows-

to-unix.objectClass and windows-to-unix.attribute are used for this purpose. The windows-to-

unix.objectClass option tells the storage system what class holds the User object, and the windows-to-

unix.attribute option tells the storage system which attribute hold the Windows user login name. These 

default to PosixAccount and sAMAccountName respectively. In this configuration, they are set to User 

and sAMAccountName respectively.
 

Table14 summarizes the attributes used in symmetric and asymmetric user mapping. 

Table 14) Mapping attributes used in symmetric and asymmetric mapping. 

 

 

 

Mapping Operation 

 

 

 

Symmetric 

 

 

 

Asymmetric 

UNIX to Windows 
Mapping Attribute 

(Value Stored in 
UNIX User Object) 

Windows to UNIX 
Mapping Attribute 

(Value Stored in 
UNIX User Object) 

Windows to UNIX 
Mapping Attribute 

(Value Stored in 
Windows User 
Object) 

wcc –u enid2 

enid2  
sunny\enid 

Yes  msSFU30Gecos = 
sunny\enid 

msSFU30Name = 
enid2 

 

wcc –u gorin 

gorin  
sunny\bobg 

  Yes msSFU30Gecos = 
sunny\bobg 

 gecos = gorin 

wcc –s sunny\alexe 

sunny\alexe  
eames 

Yes  msSFU30Gecos = 
sunny\alexe 

msSFU30Name = 
eames 

 

wcc –s 
sunny\elaine 

sunny\elaine 
elaine2 

 Yes msSFU30Gecos = 
sunny\elaine 

 gecos = eames 

wcc –u bob 

bob  ellie\robert * 

 Yes msSFU30Gecos = 
ellie\robert 

 gecos = bob 

wcc –u ed 

ed  ellie\edward 
** 

 Yes msSFU30Gecos = 
ellie\edward 

 gecos = ed 

 

 

* Information for UNIX user bob and Windows user robert is contained in the same LDAP directory store. 

However, the information is stored in two separate User objects: there is a User object named bob and a 

separate User object named robert. In this case, the windowsaccount attribute, msSFU30Gecos, is 

configured in the bob User object and the unixaccount attribute, gecos, is configured in the robert User 

object. 
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** Information for UNIX user ed and Windows user edward is contained in the same LDAP store and is 

stored in the same User object, Edward. Therefore; even through asymmetric mapping is configured, the 

windowsaccount and unixaccount attributes, msSFU30Gecos and gecos, are stored in the same User 

object. However, the mapping process still follows the asymmetric mapping process. 

9.2.1 UNIX TO WINDOWS USER MAPPING PROCESS, SYMMETRIC AND ASYMMETRIC 

Symmetric and asymmetric UNIX user to Windows user mapping both use the same mapping attribute, 

windowsaccount. In this configuration, the windowsaccount attribute is mapped to msSFU30Gecos. This 

attribute is stored in the UNIX User object. The value of this attribute takes the form domain_name\user. 

Figure 7 outlines how the UNIX user name and the windowsaccount mapping attributes are stored (valid 

for both symmetric mapping and asymmetric mapping). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 7) UNIX user to Windows user mapping, symmetric and asymmetric. 

 

UNIX User to Windows User LDAP User  

Mapping, Symmetric and Asymmetric 

ADdomain:         ellie.com  

 

Stores: 

UNIX user name: 

ldap.nssmap.attribute.uid        msSFU30Name 

            enid2 

                 

UNIX to Windows user mapping: 

ldap.usermap.attribute.windowsaccounts      msSFU30Gecos 

             sunny\enid 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Trusted domain:

 sunny.com 
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UNIX USER TO WINDOWS USER MAPPING PROCESS  

The process to map UNIX user to Windows user is the same for both symmetric and asymmetric mapping. 

To map the UNIX user enid2 to the Windows user sunny\enid, the storage system follows a four-step 

process: 

wcc –u enid2 

enid2sunny\enid 

 

1. The storage system connects to ldap.ADdomain and validates that enid2 is a valid UNIX user 

account. 

The LDAP search is set to use: 

LDAP Base Passwd Search Base:  ou=java_users,dc=ellie,dc=com 

LDAP Base Passwd Search Scope:  SUB 

LDAP Search Filter:    (&(objectClass=User)(msSFU30Name=enid2)) 

*LDAP Retrieve Attributes:    All passwd attributes. 

Value of Interest Returned:    msSFU30UidNumber = 136 

2. The storage system connects to ldap.ADdomain and then retrieves standard user information 

using the UID number, 136, retrieved in step 1. 

The LDAP search is set to use: 

LDAP Passwd Base Search Base:  ou=java_users,dc=ellie,dc=com 

LDAP Passwd Base Scope:    SUB 

LDAP Search Filter:    (&(objectClass=User)(msSFU30UidNumber=136)) 

*LDAP Retrieve Attributes:    All passwd attributes.  

Value of Interest Returned:    msSFU30Name = enid2 

3. The storage system searches the ldap.ADdomain for enid2 and asks that the windowsaccount 

attribute be retrieved for this UNIX user. 

The LDAP search is set to use: 

LDAP Usermap Search Base:  dc=ellie,dc=com 

LDAP Usermap Search Scope:   SUB 

LDAP Search Filter:    (&(objectClass=User)(msSFU30Name=enid2)) 

LDAP Retrieve Attribute:    msSFU30Gecos 

Value of Interest Returned:  msSFU30Gecos = sunny\enid 

If the storage system successfully retrieves the LDAP record (that is, the storage system finds sunny\enid), 

the storage system successfully maps the UNIX account to the Windows account. However, we do not yet 

know if the Windows account is valid. We must proceed to step 4. 

4. The storage system LSA queries sunny.com for the existence of the Windows account 

sunny\enid. If the LSA query succeeds, the UNIX to Windows mapping of enid2  sunny\enid is 

good. 

*All passwd attributes are msSFU30Name, msSFU30UidNumber, msSFU30GidNumber, 

msSFU30Password, msSFU30HomeDirectory, msSFU30LoginShell, and name. 
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9.2.2 WINDOWS USER TO UNIX USER MAPPING, SYMMETRIC 

Symmetric Windows user to UNIX user mapping requires that the mapping attribute representing the UNIX 

login name be stored in the UNIX User object. Since this object always already contains an attribute that 

stores the UNIX user name, this same attribute can be used to store the LDAP user mapping value as well. 

Therefore, unixaccount is not used in symmetric mapping. The uid attribute is used instead. The value of 

this attribute takes the form unix_user.  

Figure 8 outlines how the Windows user to UNIX user mapping attributes are stored for symmetric mapping. 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 8) Windows user to UNIX user mapping, symmetric. 

 

Windows User to UNIX User LDAP User Mapping, Symmetric 
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Symmetric Windows User to Windows User Mapping Process  

The following example outlines the process to symmetrically map the Windows user to the UNIX user. To map 

the Windows user sunny\alexe to the UNIX user eames, the storage system follows a four-step process: 

wcc –s sunny\alexe 

sunny\alexe  eames 

  

1. The storage system LSA queries sunny.com for the existence of the Windows account 

sunny\alexe. If the LSA query succeeds, the Windows to UNIX mapping proceeds. 

2. The storage system searches the ldap.ADdomain for the user whose windowsaccount attribute 

(msSFU30Gecos) is equal to sunny\alexe and asks that the UNIX login name (msSFU30Name) 

value be returned.  

The LDAP search is set to use: 

LDAP Usermap Search Base:  dc=ellie,dc=com  

LDAP Usermap Search Scope:   SUB 

LDAP Search Filter    (&(objectClass=User)(msSFU30Gecos=sunny\alexe)) 

LDAP Retrieve Attribute:    msSFU30Name 

Value of Interest Returned:    msSFU30Name = eames 

Note: This step differs between the symmetric and asymmetric Windows user to UNIX user mapping 

process. 

3. If the storage system successfully retrieves the value in step 2, the storage system searches the 

ldap.ADdomain and validates that eames is a valid UNIX user account. 

The LDAP search is set to use: 

LDAP Base Passwd Search Base:  ou=java_users,dc=ellie,dc=com 

LDAP Base Passwd Search Scope:  SUB 

LDAP Search Filter:    (&(objectClass=User)(msSFU30Name=eames)) 

*LDAP Retrieve Attributes:    All passwd’ attributes 

Value of Interest Returned:    msSFU30UidNumber = 133 

4. The storage system uses the value of msSFU30UidNumber retrieved in step 3 to perform a regular 

LDAP search on ADdomain LDAP for the user. If the search succeeds, the mapping is complete. 

The LDAP search is set to use: 

LDAP Base Passwd Search Base:  ou=java_users,dc=ellie,dc=com  

LDAP Base Passwd Search Scope:  SUB 

LDAP Search Filter:    (&(objectClass=User)(msSFU30UidNumber=133)) 

*LDAP Retrieve Attributes:    All passwd attributes 

Values of Interest Returned:    

  msSFU30Name  eames 

  msSFU30UidNumber 133 

 msSFU30GidNumber 108 

 msSFU30Password xxxx 

  msSFU30HomeDirectory /export/home/eames 

 msSFU30LoginShell /bin/bash 

 name   eames 

*All passwd attributes include msSFU30Name, msSFU30UidNumber, msSFU30GidNumber, 

msSFU30Password, msSFU30HomeDirectory, msSFU30LoginShell, and name. 
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9.2.3 WINDOWS USER TO UNIX USER MAPPING, ASYMMETRIC 

Asymmetric Windows user to UNIX user mapping requires that this mapping attribute be stored in the 

Windows User object. This object could reside in the storage system’s Active Directory domain, or it could 

reside in a domain that is trusted by the storage system’s domain. Since this Windows User object does not, 

by default, contain an attribute that stores the UNIX user name, a special attribute must be used to hold this 

value. Unixaccount is used in for this purpose. The unixaccount attribute takes the form ―unix_user.‖ 

Figure 9 outlines how the Windows user to UNIX user mapping attributes are stored for asymmetric user 

mapping. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 9) Windows user to UNIX user mapping, asymmetric. 

 

Windows User to UNIX User LDAP User Mapping, Asymmetric 

ADdomain:   ellie.com  

 

Stores: 

UNIX user name: 

ldap.nssmap.attribute.uid        
   msSFU30Name 

         enid2 

 

UNIX to Windows user mapping: 

ldap.usermap.attribute.windowsaccounts  
   msSFU30Gecos 

   sunny\enid 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Trusted domain: sunny.com 

 

Stores: 

Windows to UNIX User Mapping Info: 

ldap.usermap.attribute.unixaccount   
          gecos 

    enid2 
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ASYMMETRIC WINDOWS USER TO UNIX USER MAPPING PROCESS 

The following example outlines the process to map the Windows user to the UNIX user using asymmetric mapping. 

To map the Windows user sunny\elaine to UNIX user elaine2, the storage system follows a four-step process: 

wcc –s sunny\elaine 

sunny\elaine  elaine2 

  

1. The storage system queries sunny.com for the existence of the Windows account sunny\elaine. 

If the query succeeds, the Windows to UNIX mapping proceeds. 

2. The storage system connects to the domain that stores the Windows user account—in this 

case, sunny\elaine. The storage system automatically constructs the search base depending on 

the domain’s distinguished name, and sets the search scope to SUB. For this search, the 

storage system overrides the ldap.usermap.base setting. 

 The LDAP search is set to use: 

LDAP Search Base:   dc=sunny,dc=com (auto constructed by the storage system) 

LDAP Search Scope:   SUB     (auto constructed by the storage system) 

LDAP Search Filter:   (&(objectClass=User)(sAMAccountName)) 

LDAP Retrieve Attribute:   gecos 

Value of Interest Returned:  gecos = elaine2 

Note: This step differs between the symmetric and asymmetric Windows user to UNIX user mapping 

processes. 

3. If the storage system successfully retrieves the value in step 2, the storage system now 

connects to the LDAP server that holds the UNIX user information (ldap.ADdomain) and 

validates that elaine2 is a valid UNIX user account. 

The LDAP search is set to use: 

LDAP Base Passwd Search Base: ou=java_users,dc=ellie,dc=com 

LDAP Base Passwd Scope:   SUB 

LDAP Search Filter:   (&(objectClass=User)(msSFU30Name=elaine2)) 

*LDAP Retrieve Attributes:   All passwd attributes. 

Value of Interest Returned:   msSFU30UidNumber = 135 

4. The storage system uses the value of msSFU30UidNumber retrieved in step 3 to perform a 

regular LDAP search on the ADdomain LDAP for user information. If this search succeeds, the 

mapping is complete. 

The LDAP search is set to use: 

LDAP Base Passwd Search Base: ou=java_users,dc=ellie,dc=com  

LDAP Base Passwd Search Scope: SUB 

LDAP Search Filter:   (&(objectClass=User)(msSFU30UidNumber=135)) 

*LDAP Retrieve Attributes:   All passwd attributes 

Values of Interest Returned:  msSFU30Name   elaine2 

    msSFU30UidNumber  135 

    msSFU30GidNumber  10 

    msSFU30Password  xxxx 

     msSFU30HomeDirectory  /export/home/elaine2 

    msSFU30LoginShell  /bin/bash 

    name    elaine2 

*All passwd attributes include msSFU30Name, msSFU30UidNumber, msSFU30GidNumber, 

msSFU30Password, msSFU30HomeDirectory, msSFU30LoginShell, and name. 
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10 SECURING LDAP COMMUNICATION WITH SSL 

As discussed earlier in this report, LDAP is used primarily as a directory store and directory service. LDAP is 

not generally used as a primary method for authenticating users and clients. However, LDAP does have an 

authentication method, which is intended to be used during the LDAP bind operation.  

During the bind operation, the client sends a user’s credentials to the LDAP server, which is used to validate 

the user. If the bind is successful, then the entity is authenticated. 

Several methods are supported when binding to the LDAP server. 

 Anonymous authentication: The client sends the LDAP server a null distinguished name and a null 

password. 

 Simple authentication: The client sends the LDAP server a distinguished name and a password in 

clear text. The password can be stored in the password field as a hash. If a hashed password is sent, 

the LDAP server compares the hashed password sent by the client with the hash in the user’s 

password field. If they match, the bind is successful. 

 Simple authentication over SSL/TLS: LDAP servers can secure simple authentication by using SSL 

or TLS. Both encrypt session traffic, which provides a highly secure method for sending authentication 

data over a network.  

 Simple authentication and security layer: SASL is a method to allow other protocols to use a variety 

of security mechanisms. Since LDAP is SASL aware, it can take advantage of any security mechanism 

that is available on a specific platform. For LDAP, during the bind phase, the client requests a specific 

security mechanism from SASL. The client and server then use the SASL protocol to continue the steps 

required to negotiate the bind. 

Since an unencrypted exchange of passwords over the network is insecure, securing LDAP with either SSL 

or SASL is highly recommended. 

LDAP over SSL on NetApp storage systems to LDAP stores based on UNIX with Data ONTAP 7.1: 

 LDAP over SSL to LDAP servers based on UNIX was implemented in Data ONTAP 7.1 as a hidden 

feature. 

 This guide does not provide information on configuring LDAP over SSL on an LDAP server based on 

UNIX. This configuration is explored in TR-3464: ―Integration of a NetApp Storage System with UNIX 

Based LDAP Server.‖ 

LDAP over SSL on NetApp storage systems to Active Directory LDAP stores with Data ONTAP 7.2: 

 LDAP over SSL to an Active Directory–based LDAP store was implemented in Data ONTAP 7.2. This 

guide provides configuration steps needed to configure LDAP over SSL to an Active Directory–based 

LDAP server. Following is an example of implementing LDAP over SSL on the storage system and an 

implementation of LDAP over SSL on a Fedora 4 client. 

 See section 7.1.6 for more discussion of LDAP over SSL. 

10.1 CONFIGURING THE NETAPP STORAGE SYSTEM TO USE SSL 

In order to implement SSL, a trusted certificate authority must be deployed and appropriate certificates 

requested and installed on both the LDAP server and client prior to enabling LDAP over SSL.  

10.1.1 CREATE THE CERTIFICATE AUTHORITY 

For this configuration, a Microsoft enterprise root CA was installed on one of the two ellie.com domain 

controllers. Under ordinary circumstances, a root certificate server would not be installed on a domain 

controller; however, the principle steps that are followed in this configuration would be the same if the 

enterprise root CA had been installed on a member server. 

http://www.netapp.com/library/tr/3464.pdf
http://www.netapp.com/library/tr/3464.pdf
http://www.netapp.com/library/tr/3464.pdf
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When the Microsoft enterprise root CA is installed, a root, self-signed certificate is created. The root, self-

signed certificate is automatically installed in the trusted root certificate store on the server that has been 

configured as the enterprise root CA. The trusted root certificate store is part of the computer’s personal 

computer certificate store.  

Additionally, with an enterprise root CA installation, the root, self-signed CA is installed in the trusted root 

certificate store of each domain controller’s personal computer certificate store. Therefore, each AD LDAP 

server in the enterprise is automatically configured to trust the root certificate of the enterprise root CA.  

Certificate information for the personal computer certificate store can be viewed and managed by opening 

up the MMC Certificates snap-in and choosing to manage the local computer store. Figure 10 shows that 

the enterprise root CA root certificate is installed in Certificates under Trusted Root Certification Authorities 

on the AD LDAP server’s local computer certificate store. 

 

Figure 10) Root certificate installed in the local computer’s trusted root certification authorities store. 

Additionally, with installation of an enterprise root CA, on each domain controller a domain controller 

certificate is automatically installed in the personal certificates of the local computer certificate store. The 

domain controller certificate allows both server and client authentication functionality. A server certificate on 

the LDAP server is used when deploying LDAP over SSL. Since it is automatically installed when using an 

enterprise root CA, no further configuration on the LDAP servers is necessary. 

 

Figure 11) The root certificate and the domain controller certificate installed in the root CA’s local computer’s 
personal certificate store. 

10.1.2 ENABLING SSL ON THE STORAGE SYSTEM 

Before enabling LDAP over SSL on the storage system, the root certificate from the trusted certificate 

authority must be installed on the storage system. Even though the system is part of the domain, the root 

certificate is not automatically installed on the storage system. In order to install the root certificate on the 

system, the root certificate must first be exported to a file. After the root CA export file is created, it is 

imported to and installed on the NetApp storage system. 

1) Export the Microsoft Enterprise CA Root Certificate  
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The MMC Certification Authority snap-in is the primary certificate management interface. This is the tool 

from which the security administrator issues, rejects, revokes, or renews certificates. It is also used to view, 

renew, and export the root CA certificate. 

Use the following procedure to export the certificate in the format that is compatible with the format used on 

the storage system and the Linux and/or UNIX hosts.  

1. Open the MMC Certification Authority snap-in and connect to the enterprise root CA. In the left pane, 

right-click the root of the Certification Authority tree (athena.ellie.com) and select Properties. On the 

General tab, click View Certificate.  
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2. Select the Details tab. 

 

 

3. Click Copy to File to open a wizard that guides you through the export process. Click Next to open the 

page in which you select the format of the export file. Click Base-64 encoded X.509 (CER) and then 

click Next. 
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4. Browse to the location where you want to save the exported file and enter a file name. Click Next. After 

reviewing the summary page, click Finish. Note that the private keys are not exported. 

 

2) Enable SSL on the Storage System  

LDAP over SSL is enabled by turning on the ldap.ssl.enable option, changing ldap.security.level to 0, and 

changing ldap.port from 389 to 636.  

The option ldap.security.level is a hidden option that must be set to 0 (default) if LDAP over SSL is used to 

bind to an Active Directory LDAP server.  

options ldap.ssl.enable   on  

options ldap.port    636  

options ldap.security.level       0 

Following is the complete list of LDAP options after LDAP over SSL is enabled. This storage system is 

running Data ONTAP 7.2, the first version that supports LDAP over SSL to an Active Directory–based 

LDAP. 

jeckle*> options ldap 

ldap.ADdomain    ellie.com 

ldap.base              dc=ellie,dc=com 

ldap.base.group    ou=java_users,dc=ellie,dc=com 

ldap.base.netgroup 

ldap.base.passwd   ou=java_users,dc=ellie,dc=com 

ldap.enable             on 

ldap.name     cn=ellie_user,ou=java_users,dc=ellie,dc=com 

ldap.nssmap.attribute.gecos   name 

ldap.nssmap.attribute.gidNumber  msSFU30GidNumber 

ldap.nssmap.attribute.groupname   cn 

ldap.nssmap.attribute.homeDirectory  msSFU30HomeDirectory 

ldap.nssmap.attribute.loginShell   msSFU30LoginShell 

ldap.nssmap.attribute.memberNisNetgroup   

ldap.nssmap.attribute.memberUid  msSFU30MemberUid 

ldap.nssmap.attribute.netgroupname 

ldap.nssmap.attribute.nisNetgroupTriple 

ldap.nssmap.attribute.uid   sAMAccountName 

ldap.nssmap.attribute.uidNumber   msSFU30UidNumber 

ldap.nssmap.attribute.userPassword  msSFU30Password 

ldap.nssmap.objectClass.nisNetgroup   

ldap.nssmap.objectClass.posixAccount  User 

ldap.nssmap.objectClass.posixGroup  Group 
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ldap.passwd            ****** 

ldap.port              636 

ldap.security.level        0 

ldap.servers 

ldap.servers.preferred 

ldap.ssl.enable         on 

ldap.usermap.attribute.unixaccount    

ldap.usermap.attribute.windowsaccount  msSFU30Gecos 

ldap.usermap.base         dc=ellie,dc=com 

ldap.usermap.enable        on 

ldap.usermap.symmetriclookup   yes 

 

3) Import and Install the Microsoft Enterprise CA Root Certificate on the Storage System  

After the LDAP SSL options are configured, the CA root certificate must be imported and installed on the 

storage system. The exported certificate file created in the previous step is used to import and install the 

root CA certificate on the storage system with the following procedure: 

1. Copy the exported root CA file, cacert_base64.cer, to the root volume on the storage system.  

2. Install the root certificate by using keymgr tool:  

keymgr install root /etc/cacert_base64.cer  

4) Verify LDAP over SSL Functionality 

Verify LDAP functionality with the new configuration by using the getXXbyYY command: 

jeckle>  priv set advanced 

jeckle*> getXXbyYY getgrlist fred 

pw_name = fred 

Groups: 107 109 

jeckle*> getXXbyYY getpwbyname_r liz 

pw_name = liz 

pw_passwd = {clear}try1wfVvSy5uE 

pw_uid = 124, pw_gid = 10 

pw_gecos = liz 

pw_dir = /home/liz 

pw_shell = /bin/bash 

 

To verify that communication is over SSL, validate with a trace file. Following is an example of secure LDAP 

communication between the storage system and the AD LDAP server.  
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Figure 12) Ethereal output of SSL communication between the storage system and the AD LDAP server. 

10.1.3 ENABLING LDAP OVER SSL ON THE FEDORA 4 CLIENT  

Unlike with the Active Directory LDAP servers, the self-signed, root certificate for the trusted authority is not 

automatically installed and configured on a UNIX and/or Linux client In order to use SSL for LDAP 

communication, there is a two-step configuration process to enable LDAP over SSL on the Fedora 4 client. 

1. Copy the base 64 encoded, exported root CA certificate to the directory /etc/openldap/cacerts. 

cp /mnt/cacert.base64.cer /etc/openldap/cacerts/cacert.base64.cer 

2. Modify the LDAP configuration file /etc/ldap.conf to enable LDAP over SSL. In order to use LDAP over 

SSL, the trusted root CA does not need to be installed in the clients trusted certificate store. Instead, the 

root certificate file is copied to the standard openldap server directory and the ldap.conf file is 

configured to point to this file as the root certificate to use for LDAP communication. 

When enabling LDAP over SSL, instead of using the standard port 389, several changes are required to 

the /etc/ldap.conf file. 

Required changes to the /etc/ldap.conf file: 

 Comment out the host entry. 

#host athena.ellie.com:636 

 Modify the uri entry to use ldaps instead of ldap and stipulate the usage of port 636. This change is 

mandatory for this configuration. 

uri ldaps://athena.ellie.com:636 ldaps://dell1550-15.ellie.com:636 

 Comment out the sasl_secprops maxssf=0 entry. 

# sasl_secprops maxssf=0 entry 
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 Add the following entries: 

tls_cacertdir /etc/openldap/cacerts 

tls_cacertfile cacert.base64.cer 

tls_reqcert never 

Note: Cacertdir and cacertfile point to the root enterprise CA’s root certificate file. These are mandatory. 

The entry tls_reqcert never is mandatory in this configuration. 

 Do not add the entry ssl on to the configuration file. In this configuration, adding this entry causes 

LDAP over SSL to Active Directory to not work properly. Instead of using the directive ssl on, use 

the uri entry to indicate that secure LDAP connection over port 636 should be used. 

10.1.3.1 THE /ETC/LDAP.CONF FILE WITH LDAP OVER SSL CONFIGURED 

Following is the output from the modified /etc/ldap.conf file. Changed or new entries are in bold. 

/etc/ldap.conf  

#host athena.ellie.com:636  

base  dc=ellie,dc=com 

uri  ldaps://athena.ellie.com:636 ldaps://dell1550-

15.ellie.com:636 

binddn  cn=padl,ou=java_users,dc=ellie,dc=com 

bindpw  padl’s_password 

scope sub  

pam_filter objectclass= User 

pam_login_attribute  sAMAccountName 

pam_password ad  

  

nss_base_passwd  ou=java_users,dc=ellie,dc=com?one 

nss_base_shadow  ou=java_users,dc=ellie,dc=com?one 

nss_base_group  ou=java_users,dc=ellie,dc=com?one 

nss_map_objectclass posixAccount  User 

nss_map_objectclass shadowAccount User 

nss_map_attribute uid  sAMAccountName 

nss_map_attribute uidNumber  msSFU30UidNumber 

nss_map_attribute gidNumber  msSFU30GidNumber 

nss_map_attribute cn  sAMAccountName 

nss_map_attribute homeDirectory  msSFU30HomeDirectory 

nss_map_attribute loginShell  msSFU30LoginShell 

nss_map_attribute gecos  name 

nss_map_objectclass posixGroup  Group 
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nss_map_attribute uniqueMember  msSFU30PosixMember 

nss_map_attribute memberUid  msSFU30MemberUid 

pam_password  ad 

#ssl start_tls  

#tls_checkpeer no  

#sasl_secprops maxssf=0  

tls_cacertdir  /etc/openldap/cacerts 

tls_cacertfile  cacert.base64.cer 

tls_reqcert  never 
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10.1.3.2 THE /ETC/OPENLDAP/LDAP.CONF FILE AFTER LDAP OVER SSL IS CONFIGURED 

For ldapclient tools to use LDAP over SSL, modify the ldapclient configuration file /etc/openldap/ldap.conf as 

shown. Changed or new entries are in bold: 

/etc/openldap/ldap.conf 

#host 10.35.8.60 

uri ldaps://athena.ellie.com:636 ldaps://dell1550-15.ellie.com:636 

#ssl start_tls 

#tls_checkpeer no 

#sasl_secprops maxssf=0 

TLS_CACERTDIR /etc/openldap/cacerts 

tls_cacertfile cacert.base64.cer 

tls_reqcert never 

BASE dc=ellie,dc=com 

10.1.3.3 VERIFY LDAP OVER SSL FUNCTIONALITY 

There are several methods to validate LDAP over SSL functionality: 

 Start a remote session to this client, using a user login that is stored only in the LDAP directory. Since 

we have commented out the host entry and have modified the uri entry to use secure LDAP, any LDAP 

searches that succeed are over a secured connection.  

 Use the getent command to confirm that users and groups that are stored on the LDAP server are 

returned. 

 Collect a trace file and confirm that the SSL protocol is used for the LDAP packet exchanges. See 

Figure13, which illustrates the output from a trace of LDAP over SSL communication between the 

Fedora client and the LDAP server. 

 

Figure 13) Ethereal trace output of LDAP over SSL communication between the Fedora 4 client and Microsoft AD 
LDAP server. 
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11 EXTENDING THE ACTIVE DIRECTORY SCHEMA WITH AN LDIF FILE 
AND LDIFDE 

The configuration presented previously in this guide utilizes Microsoft Services for UNIX for Microsoft Active 

Directory Schema extension. One of the advantages of this method is that many of the extended attributes 

are integrated into the Microsoft Users and Computers snap-in. However, with this method, the administrator 

does not have the ability to make any modifications to the way the schema is extended, or to customize the 

extension. If the administrator wants to extend the schema with specific attributes not found in the MSSFU 

schema extension, then an alternative method must be used. 

The alternative method presented in this section utilizes the Microsoft utility LDIFDE. LDIFDE uses an LDIF 

file, which contains all the information needed to extend the schema. This method does not add functionality 

to the MMC, but it does allow control over what classes and attributes are to be included in the extension 

and what data types these attributes use. Extending the schema manually with an LDIF file is necessary if 

RFC 2307-compliant extensions are desired. 

If the schema is extended with LDIFDE, the LDAP attributes specific to UNIX are not exposed in the Users 

and Computers snap-in. If the schema extension defines the UNIX User and Group classes as auxiliary 

classes of User and Group, the UNIX user and groups can be created from Users and Computers; 

however, the attributes specific to UNIX are not available from the snap-in. For instance, a group named lab 

can be created using Users and Computers, but this Group object will not have the GID attribute 

configured and will not contain any UNIX users in the memberUid attribute. Similarly, with a UNIX user, the 

user can be created in the GUI; however, none of the PosixAccount attributes will be configured. UNIX 

user- and group-specific information must be manipulated and searches performed with native LDAP tools. 

The following example extends the Microsoft Active Directory schema with LDIFDE and an LDIF file. The 

LDIF file used in this example was downloaded from http://linuxmafia.com/faq/Security/nss_ldap.ldf. 

The schema extension in this file is not completely RFC 2307 compliant; however, this extension is useful 

for illustrating how class and attribute mapping change with changes to schema extensions. This example 

also illustrates the addition and modification of users and groups using native LDAP tools. The actual 

schema extension used in an environment can, and probably will, differ from this example; however, the 

process followed will be substantially the same. 

Extend the schema with the following steps: 

1. LDIFDE is used to extend the schema. LDIFDE is one of the resource tools found in the Support 

directory on the Windows installation media. Install the Windows Resource Tools if they are not already 

installed.  

2. Save the LDIF file to a directory that is available to the Active Directory schema master. 

3. Open the LDIF file and replace all references to {targetdomain} with the name of the Active Directory 

forest root. Use distinguished name format. Save the modified file. 

Example: Replace {targetdomain} with ,dc=ellie,dc=com 

4. Open a command prompt, change to the directory that contains the LDIF file, and extend the schema 

with the following command: 

ldifde.exe. –i –k –f file_name.ldf  

Note: 

-i   Indicates that this is an import operation. 

-k   Directs LDIFDE to ignore any Constraint Violation and Object Already Exists errors. Do not use this 

option if this is not the desired behavior. 

-f   Indicates to use the file name that follows as the input file. 

 

http://linuxmafia.com/faq/Security/nss_ldap.ldf
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LDIFDE binds as the currently logged in user, using SPPI. If another user’s credentials need to be 

referenced to allow successful schema extension, see the LDIFDE help for additional options. 

5. Verify the schema extension: Use the MMC Schema snap-in to verify schema extension. 

 

Figure 14) Verify user schema extensions with the MMC Schema snap-In.  

 

 

Figure 15) Verify group schema extensions with the MMC Schema snap-In. 
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11.1 MANDATORY ATTRIBUTES 

When adding a user or group to the LDAP store, the mandatory attributes must be populated. Optional 

attributes might or might not be populated. 

The following table details mandatory attributes for the User class with this schema extension. Since the 

schema extension described earlier extends the PosixAccount class as auxiliary classes of the Microsoft AD 

User class, the required attributes for the Windows User class are included in this table. All the required 

attributes are necessary when creating a User object. 

Table 15) Required attributes for the user object. 

User Attribute Data Type Example Value Comments 

cn Unicode String pete 
This attribute is the one required 
User attribute added by the 
LDIFDE schema extension. 

instanceType Integer 4 
This value is created automatically 
during object add. 

objectCategory 
Distinguished 
Name 

CN=Person,CN=Schema,C
N=Configuration,DC=ellie,D
C=com 

This value is constant for User 
objects. 

objectClass 
Multivalue 
String 

organizationalPerson 

person 

top 

user 

This multivalue string value is 
constant for User objects. Only the 
user value needs to be included in 
an LDAP add action. The other 
values are added automatically. 

objectSid SID Some Hexadecimal number 
This value is created automatically 
during object add. It is unique. 

sAMAccountName Unicode String pete 

The Windows user account name. 
If not specified, Active Directory 
populates this field. If populated 
automatically, this field does not 
match cn. 
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The following table details mandatory attributes for the Group class with this schema extension. Since the 

schema extension described earlier extends the PosixGroup class as an auxiliary class of the Microsoft AD 

Group class, the required attributes for the Windows Group class are included in this table. All the required 

attributes are necessary when a Group object is created. 

Table 16) Required attributes for the group object. 

User Attribute Data Type Example Value Comments 

cn Unicode String lab This attribute is the one required 
UNIX group attribute from the 
LDIFDE schema extension. 

instanceType Integer 4 This value is created automatically 
during object add. 

objectCategory Distinguished 
Name 

CN=Group,CN=Schema,CN
=Configuration,DC=ellie,DC=
com 

This value is constant for Group 
objects. 

objectClass Multivalue 
String 

top 

group 

This value is constant for Group 
objects. Only the group value 
needs to be included in an LDAP 
add action. The other value is 
added automatically. 

objectSid SID Some Hexadecimal number This value is created automatically 
during object add. It is unique. 

sAMAccountName Unicode String lab The Windows group account 
name. If not specified, Active 
Directory populates this field. If 
populated automatically, this field 
does not match cn. 
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11.2 LDIFDE EXTENDED USER AND GROUP CLASSES AND ATTRIBUTES MAPPED TO 
RFC 2307 CLASSES AND ATTRIBUTES 

Table 17 shows the mapping of LDIFDE extended schema User and Group classes and attributes to RFC 

2307-compliant User and Group classes and attributes. As can be seen from the table entries, the schema 

extension added auxiliary classes to the User and Group classes. Just as in extending the schema with 

MSSSFU, the UNIX user and group attributes are contained within the main User and Group classes. 

Table 17) Mapping LDIFDE extended classes and attributes to RFC 2307 classes and attributes. 

RFC 2307 Schema Extension User and Group 
Classes and Attributes 

LDIFDE Schema Extension User and Group 
Classes and Attributes 

objectClass.posixAccount User 

uid   cn      OR    msSFUName 

uidNumber  uidNumber 

gidNumber  gidNumber 

homeDirectory  msSFUHomeDirectory 

loginShell  loginShell 

gecos gecos 

userPassword  msSFUPassword 

  

objectClass.posixGroup Group 

gidNumber  gidNumber 

groupname cn      OR    msSFUName 

memberUid  memberUid 
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11.3 MAPPING CLASSES AND ATTRIBUTES ON THE NETAPP STORAGE SYSTEM 

With the Active Directory schema modifications in this example, the changes to storage system LDAP 

options are minimal, with the required changes relating to correct mapping of the attributes from the LDIFDE 

Active Directory extension to RFC 2307-compliant attributes. 

The following table shows LDAP mapping options appropriate for the LDIFDE schema extension. 

Table 18) LDAP options when using the LDIFDE schema extension. 

heckle*> options ldap  

ldap.ADdomain ellie.com 

ldap.base   dc=ellie,dc=com 

ldap.base.group  

ldap.base.netgroup  

ldap.base.passwd  

ldap.enable on 

ldap.name           cn=padl,ou=java_users,dc=ellie,dc=com 

ldap.nssmap.attribute.gecos  name 

ldap.nssmap.attribute.gidNumber  gidNumber 

ldap.nssmap.atrribute.groupname cn 

ldap.nssmap.attribute.homeDirectory msSFU HomeDirectory 

ldap.nssmap.attribute.uid loginShell  loginShell 

ldap.nssmap.attribute memberNisNetgroup  

ldap.nssmap.attribute.memberUid  memberUid 

ldap.nssmap.attribute.netgroupname   

ldap.nssmap.attribute.nisNetgroupTriple   

ldap.nssmap.attribute.uid cn 

ldap.nssmap.attribute.uidNumber uidNumber 

ldap.nssmap.attribute.userPassword msSFUPassword 

ldap.nssmap.objectClass.nisNetgroup  

ldap.nssmap.objectClass.posixAccount User 

ldap.nssmap.objectClass.posixGroup Group 

ldap.passwd          ****** 

ldap.port 636 

ldap.security.level 0 

ldap.servers  

ldap.servers.preferred  

ldap.ssl.enable  

ldap.usermap.attribute.unixaccount gecos 

ldap.usermap.attribute.windowsaccount msSFU30Gecos 

ldap.usermap.base dc=ellie,dc=com 
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ldap.usermap.enable on 

ldap.usermap.symmetriclookup no 

ldap.usermap.windows-to-unix.attribute sAMAccountName 

ldap.usermap.windows-to-unix.objectClass  User 
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11.4 ADDING, MODIFYING, AND SEARCHING LDAP WITH LDAP TOOLS 

Section 4.1.1 illustrated the use of the native LDAP tool ADSI Edit, the MMC snap-in that can be used to 

view and directly edit attributes within the AD LDAP directory store. This section discusses three additional 

native LDAP tools that can be used to add, modify, and view user and group information, LDP, LDIFDE, and 

the UNIX ldapclient tools: ldapadd, ldapmodify, and ldapsearch.  

11.4.1 PERFORM ACTIONS ON THE LDAP STORE WITH LDP.EXE 

LDP.exe is a Windows GUI tool that is installed with the Windows 2003 Support tools. The support tools are 

in the Support folder on the Windows Installation CD and are installed separately with the Support Tools 

setup program. The GUI has a scope pane on the left and a results pane on the right. Any text displayed in 

the results pane can be selected and copied to the clipboard. LDP can be used to carry out all LDAP 

operations, including connect, bind, search, modify, add, and delete. 

11.4.1.1 START LDP 

1. On the Start menu, select Run and type LDP to start the GUI. However, at this point the utility is not 

connected to the LDAP server. The administrator must connect or bind to the LDAP store before any 

action can be performed. 

2. Bind to the LDAP store by selecting Connection from the menu bar, and then select Bind. Fill in the 

fields in the Bind dialog box with the user name and password with which you want to bind and the 

name of the domain to bind to, and then click OK.  
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3. After you connect to the LDAP store, the Browse menu contains the menu items that you use to 

search, modify, and add objects to the LDAP store. 

 

11.4.1.2 SEARCH THE LDAP DIRECTORY STORE FOR A SPECIFIC USER’S ATTRIBUTES WITH 
LDP.EXE 

1. Select Browse from the menu bar and then select Search. 

2. The main LDP search parameter window opens. Enter the Base DN parameter, Filter, and Scope 

parameters.  

3. Click Options to open the Search Options dialog box. By default, a search returns a predetermined 

set of attributes. The UNIX attributes are not returned by default; therefore, use the Search Options 

dialog box to enter the UNIX attributes in the Attributes window, using a semicolon as the delimiter. 

Click OK to close the Search Options window. 

4. Click Run to execute the query. The results of the query are displayed in the results pane. 
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11.4.1.3 ADD A GROUP TO THE LDAP DIRECTORY STORE WITH LDP 

1. Select Browse from the menu bar and then select Add child.  

2. The LDP Add window opens. Enter the DN parameter. 

3. Enter each attribute and its value one at a time, clicking Enter to move the attribute and its 

corresponding value to the Entry List. Enter all mandatory and optional attributes in this manner.  

4. Click Run to execute the LDAP add. The results of the add action are displayed in the results Pane. 

Click Close when finished with all add operations. 

 

11.4.1.4 MODIFY A USER IN THE LDAP DIRECTORY STORE WITH LDP 

1. Select Browse from the menu bar and then select Modify. 

2. The Modify window opens. Enter the DN parameter. 

3. Enter each attribute and its value one at a time, clicking Enter to move the attribute and its 

corresponding value to the Entry List. The Modify window allows each designated attribute to be 

added, replaced, or deleted. Select the desired action for each attribute and then click Enter. 

4. Click Run to execute the LDAP modify action. The results of the modify action are displayed in the 

results pane. Click Close when finished with all modify operations. 
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11.4.2 PERFORM ACTIONS ON THE LDAP STORE WITH LDIFDE 

LDIFDE is a command-based tool that is installed with the Windows 2003 Resource kit. This is a convenient 

tool for adding and/or modifying large numbers of objects through the use of an LDIF file. 

11.4.2.1 TO USE LDIFDE 

On the Start menu, select Run and type cmd to open a command-line window from which LDIFDE 

commands can be executed.  

11.4.2.2 SEARCH THE LDAP DIRECTORY STORE FOR SPECIFIC USER ATTRIBUTES WITH LDIFDE 

1. To return all attribute information on a specified user, run a command similar to the following:  

ldifde -f petra_search -d "ou=java_users,dc=ellie,dc=com" -r 

"(&(objectClass=user) (sAMAccountName=petra))" 

 

Connecting to "athena.ellie.com" 

Logging in as current user using SSPI 

Exporting directory to file petra_search 

Searching for entries. 

Writing out entries. 

1 entries exported 

The command has completed successfully 

 

2. The search information is output to the file petra_search. 

V:\petra_search 

 

dn: CN=petra,OU=java_users,DC=ellie,DC=com 

CHANGETYPE: ADD 

objectClass: top 
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objectClass: person 

objectClass: organizationalPerson 

objectClass: user 

cn: petra 

givenName: petra 

..... 

(output excised) 

…. 

msSFUName: petra 

uidNumber: 140 

gidNumber: 111 

msSFUPassword: ABCD!efgh12345$67890 

11.4.2.3 SEARCH THE LDAP DIRECTORY STORE FOR SPECIFIC ATTRIBUTES FROM A GROUP 
WITH LDIFDE 

1. To return information on specific attributes on a specified group, run a command similar to the following:   

ldifde -f lab_search -d "ou=java_users,dc=ellie,dc=com" -r 

"(&(objectClass=group) (cn=lab))" 

-l "sAMAccountName,cn,gidNumber,memberUid" 

 

Connecting to "athena.ellie.com" 

Logging in as current user using SSPI 

Exporting directory to file lab_search 

Searching for entries... 

Writing out entries. 

1 entries exported 

The command has completed successfully 

2. The search information is output to the file lab_search. 

V:\lab_search 

 

dn: CN=lab,OU=java_users,DC=ellie,DC=com 

changetype: add 

cn: lab 

sAMAccountName: lab 

memberUid: pete 
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11.4.2.4 ADD A GROUP TO THE LDAP DIRECTORY STORE WITH LDIFDE 

1. Create an LDIF file with all mandatory and optional group attributes. For convenience, first do an 

LDIFDE search on an existing group and then modify the resultant file with information for a new group. 

V:\addgroup_fieldesc.ldf 

dn: CN=fieldesc,OU=java_users,DC=ellie,DC=com 

changetype: add 

objectClass: top 

objectClass: group 

cn: fieldesc 

name: fieldesc 

sAMAccountName: fieldesc 

objectCategory: CN=Group,CN=Schema,CN=Configuration,DC=ellie,DC=com 

msSFUName: fieldesc 

gidNumber: 104 

memberUid: pete 

memberUid: petra 

2. Add the group by running the LDIFDE command with the –i option, which specifies that the 
command is to import information from the specified file. 

ldifde -i -f addgroup_fieldesc.ldf 

Connecting to "athena.ellie.com" 

Logging in as current user using SSPI 

Importing directory from file "addgroup_fieldesc.ldf" 

Loading entries. 

1 entry modified successfully. 

The command has completed successfully 

11.4.2.5 MODIFY A USER IN THE LDAP DIRECTORY STORE WITH LDIFDE 

1. Create an LDIF file with all the attributes that will have values modified or attributes where values are to 

be added. For convenience, first do an LDIFDE search on the user, exporting the results to a file, and 

then modify the resultant file with the appropriate information for desired attribute changes. Note: To 

end the modify sequence, the hyphen on a new line is a requirement for LDIFDE. 

V:\petra_modify_gecos.ldf 

dn: CN=petra,OU=java_users,DC=ellie,DC=com 

changetype: modify 

replace: gecos 

gecos: ellie\petralas 

2. Run the LDIFDE command, referencing the LDIF file in step 1: 

ldifde -i -f petra_modify_gecos.ldf 

Connecting to "athena.ellie.com" 

Logging in as current user using SSPI 

Importing directory from file "petra_modify_gecos.ldf" 

Loading entries. 

1 entry modified successfully. 

11.4.3 PERFORM ACTIONS ON THE LDAP STORE WITH LDAPCLIENT TOOLS 

The LDAP utilities ldapadd, ldapmodify, and ldapsearch are client tools based on UNIX that are installed 

with the ldapclient module. These commands can be executed against an Active Directory LDAP store from 

a UNIX host that is configured to bind to the AD LDAP store. The user executing the commands (or the user 

specified in the command) must have sufficient rights to perform that action. In the following examples, the 

Fedora 4 Linux client is used to execute the commands.  
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11.4.3.1 SEARCH THE LDAP DIRECTORY STORE WITH LDAPSEARCH AND RETURN ALL 
ATTRIBUTES 

To return all attribute information on a specific user, run a command similar to the following: 

ldapsearch -x -H ldaps://athena.ellie.com -W 

"(&(objectClass=User)(uid=pillar))" 

Enter LDAP Password: 

 

# extended LDIF 

# 

# LDAPv3 

# base <> with scope sub 

# filter: (&(objectClass=User)(uid=pillar)) 

# requesting: ALL 

# 

 

# pillar, java_users, ellie.com 

dn: CN=pillar,OU=java_users,DC=ellie,DC=com 

objectClass: top 

objectClass: person 

objectClass: organizationalPerson 

objectClass: user 

cn: pillar 

description: outside person three 

givenName: pillar 

distinguishedName: CN=pillar,OU=java_users,DC=ellie,DC=com 

instanceType: 4 

..... 

(output excised) 

…. 

 

uidNumber: 143 

gidNumber: 112 

loginShell: /bin/bash 

msSFUPassword: ABCD!efgh12345$67890 

gecos: ellie\pillar 

msSFUHomeDirectory: /export/home/pillar 

………..(output truncated) ……….. 

Note: The –H option designates that an uri is to be used for connection to the LDAP store, 

with the ldaps uri being specified in this case. The –x option stipulates simple authentication 

instead of authentication with SASL, and the –W option stipulates that the command requests 

the executing user’s password. 

11.4.3.2 SEARCH THE LDAP DIRECTORY STORE WITH LDAPMODIFY AND RETURN SPECIFIC 
ATTRIBUTES 

To return specific attribute information on a specified group, run a command similar to the 

following: 

ldapsearch -x -H ldaps://athena.ellie.com -W 

"(&(objectClass=group)(name=psc))" cn gidNumber memberUid 

msSFU30MemberUid 

Enter LDAP Password: 

 

# extended LDIF 
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# 

# LDAPv3 

# base <> with scope sub 

# filter: (&(objectClass=group)(name=psc)) 

# requesting: cn gidNumber memberUid msSFU30MemberUid 

 

# psc, java_users, ellie.com 

dn: CN=psc,OU=java_users,DC=ellie,DC=com 

cn: psc 

msSFU30MemberUid: pillar 

msSFU30MemberUid: pam 

gidNumber: 114 

memberUid: liz 

memberUid: pillar 

memberUid: pam 

…output truncated… 

11.4.3.3 ADD A USER TO THE LDAP DIRECTORY STORE WITH LDAPADD 

Either ldapadd or ldapmodify can be used to add objects to the Active Directory LDAP store. The following 

example uses the ldapadd command and an LDIF file to import a user or group into the LDAP store. 

1. Create an LDIF file that contains all mandatory attributes and all desired optional attributes. 

adduser_pam.txt 

dn: CN=pam,OU=java_users,DC=ellie,DC=com 

changetype: add 

objectClass: top 

objectClass: person 

objectClass: organizationalPerson 

objectClass: user 

cn: pam 

givenName: pam 

displayName: pam 

name: pam 

sAMAccountName: pam 

objectCategory: CN=Person,CN=Schema,CN=Configuration,DC=ellie,DC=com 

msSFUName: pam 

uidNumber: 143 

gidNumber: 112 

loginShell: /bin/bash 

msSFUPassword: ABCD!efgh12345$67890 

gecos: pam 

msSFUHomeDirectory: /export/home/pam 

2. Add the user by using the following command:  

ldapadd -x -D "cn=administrator,cn=Users,dc=ellie,dc=com" -W -f 

/eddie_vol0/adduser_pam.txt 

Enter LDAP Password: 

adding new entry "CN=pam,OU=java_users,DC=ellie,DC=com" 
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Note: This ldapadd command uses the –x option, which designates simple authentication; the –D option, 

which stipulates that the bind be done as the user that follows; the –W option, which stipulates that the 

command should prompt for the user’s password; and the –f option, which stipulates that the user 

information is contained in the adduser_pam.txt file.  

11.4.3.4 MODIFY A USER IN THE LDAP DIRECTORY STORE WITH LDAPMODIFY 

Ldapmodify uses an LDIF file to import changes into LDAP objects. A modification can add values to 

attributes, replace values, and delete values. When using ldapmodify to modify attributes stored in an Active 

Directory LDAP store, use a new entry for every change that is to be made to an object, and separate every 

entry with a blank line, as shown in the following example. Use the following two-step process to modify an 

object by using ldapmodify. 

1. Create an LDIF file that contains all desired attribute modifications. 

ldapmodify_user_pillar.txt 

dn: CN=pillar,OU=java_users,DC=ellie,DC=com 

changetype: modify 

replace: description 

description: outside person too 

department: field services too 

 

dn: CN=pillar,OU=java_users,DC=ellie,DC=com 

changetype: modify 

add: employeeNumber 

employeeNumber: 4444 

 

2. Modify the user by using the following command:  

ldapmodify -x -D "cn=administrator,cn=Users,dc=ellie,dc=com" -W -f 

/eddie_vol0/ldapmodify_user_pillar.txt 

Enter LDAP Password: 

modifying entry "cn=pillar,ou=java_users,dc=ellie,dc=com" 

modifying entry "cn=pillar,ou=java_users,dc=ellie,dc=com" 
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APPENDIX A: CONFIGURE SOLARIS 9 TO USE MICROSOFT ACTIVE 
DIRECTORY LDAP 

Many environments include Sun
™

 Solaris hosts and often several versions of the Solaris operating system in 

the environment. This section explains the procedure to configure Solaris 9 to use Active Directory LDAP as 

an identity store. 

The Solaris 9 default installation includes NSS_LDAP and PAM_LDAP modules that are available as part of 

the Solaris distribution; however, these modules do not include support for the use of Active Directory LDAP 

as an identity store. Newer modules must be installed. This procedure uses open source files downloaded 

from www.padl.com to build and install PAM_LDAP and NSS_LDAP. After installation, this section outlines 

the appropriate procedure to configure LDAP to enable the use of Active Directory LDAP. 

This configuration uses Solaris 9 with the 11/05 cluster update: 

SunOS saturn 5.9 Generic_118558-16 sun4u sparc SUNW,Ultra-5_10 

A.1 SOLARIS 9 CLIENT INFRASTRUCTURE CONFIGURATION 

Prior to configuring and enabling LDAP on the Solaris client, the DNS file, /etc/resolv.conf, and the name 

services file, /etc/nsswitch.conf, must be configured to make sure of proper LDAP client functionality. 

Table 19) Infrastructure preparation tasks. 

Infrastructure Preparation Tasks 

/etc/resolv.conf    Must contain name server addresses for DNS servers to be used for host 

name resolution. For this configuration, the UNIX and/or Linux clients use the 

same AD-integrated DNS servers as are used in the Windows environment. 

/etc/nsswitch.conf  Add the LDAP name service to the passwd and group map entries. 

A.2 THE PAM_LDAP AND NSS_LDAP MODULES AND SOLARIS 9 

Active Directory LDAP can be used primarily to authenticate users, primarily as a directory store for user 

and group information, or as both a primary authentication mechanism and a directory store. The 

PAM_LDAP module provides LDAP authentication functionality, used either as the primary UNIX user 

authentication mechanism or to bind to Active Directory. The NSS_LDAP module enables the integration of 

LDAP name services into the NSCD. 

The version of NSS_LDAP and PAM_LDAP installed on the client must support the use of Active Directory 

as the LDAP directory store in order to configure a workable solution. The versions of PAM_LDAP and 

NSS_LDAP that are installed from the Solaris 9 installation media do not have this support; therefore, 

versions that do must be downloaded and installed on Solaris 9 clients. PADL is a commercial organization 

that developed and maintains open source NSS_LDAP and PAM_LDAP modules that can be downloaded 

from www.padl.com. The newer versions, available from this site, support AD as a UNIX LDAP store. This 

configuration builds and installs the modules from source, using the appropriate configuration parameters 

needed to enable support for Active Directory LDAP. 

Prior to building and installing PAM_LDAP and NSS_LDAP from source, several supporting GNU packages 

are needed for the build and installation processes to succeed. Solaris 9 does not have these packages 

installed by default. See Appendix C for a list of needed supporting packages, where to download them, and 

the methodology for installing them.  

http://www.padl.com/
http://www.padl.com/
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A.2.1 LDAP Client Libraries 
LDAP client tools and libraries need to be installed on Solaris hosts before they can connect to and use 

LDAP services, including the Active Directory LDAP store. The libraries provide the APIs used by the 

NSS_LDAP and PAM_LDAP modules. LDAP client tools such as ldapsearch, ldapadd, and ldapmodify are 

installed along with the libraries. Before proceeding with LDAP configuration, confirm that the Solaris host 

has the LDAP client package installed. 

The SUNWlldap package contains the LDAP client tools and libraries. Verify that this package is installed 

with the pkginfo command: 

 pkginfo | grep ldap 

 system   SUNWlldap   LDAP Libraries 

 

If SUNWlldap is not installed, install it from the Solaris installation CD. 

 pkgadd –d /cdrom/cdrom0/s2/Solaris_9/Product SUNWlldap 

Note: The installation path might vary depending on the source installation disks that you are using. 

A.3 BUILD AND INSTALL NSS_LDAP ON SOLARIS 9 

Build and install NSS_LDAP with the following procedure: 

1. Verify that all prerequisite packages are installed and that the link to /usr/local/bin/perl is created.  

See Appendix C for information on prerequisite packages.  

2. Download the NSS_LDAP source file: nss_ldap.tgz. 

The open source download is available from www.padl.com/Contents/OpenSourceSoftware.html. 

Note: The newest version of the source file available is given the base name ‖nss_ldap.tgz.‖ Earlier versions 

are appended with the version name: for example, nss_ldap-212. 

3. Make a copy of the original nss_ldap.so.1 that is located in the /usr/lib/ directory:  

cp /usr/lib/nss_ldap.so.1 /usr/lib/nss_ldap.so.1.original 

Change to the directory that contains the zipped nss_ldap source file. 

4. Extract the file: 

gunzip nss_ldap.tgz 

tar xvf nss_ldap.tar 

This creates a directory called nss_ldap-212, where 212 is the version of the nss_ldap module. The current 

version number might vary. Version 212 is the version used in this configuration. 

5. Compile and install nss_ldap: 

cd nss_ldap-212 

PATH=/usr/local/bin:$PATH; export PATH 

./configure --enable-schema-mapping –enable-rfc2307bis 

make 

make install 

Note: The two configuration options used above enable functionality needed to use Active Directory LDAP 

as an identity store. 

6. Copy the newly installed nss_ldap.so library into the default location: 

cp nss_ldap.so /usr/lib/nss_ldap.so.1 

http://www.padl.com/Contents/OpenSourceSoftware.html
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A.4 BUILD AND INSTALL PAM_LDAP ON SOLARIS 9 

Build and install PAM_LDAP with the following procedure: 

1. Verify that all prerequisite packages are installed and that a link to /usr/local/bin/perl has been created. 

See Appendix C for prerequisite package information. 

2. Download the PAM_LDAP source file: pam_ldap.tgz. 

The open source download is available from www.padl.com/Contents/OpenSourceSoftware.html. 

Note: The newest version of the source file available is given the base name pam_ldap.tgz. Earlier 

versions are appended with the version name: for example, pam_ldap-180.  

3. Make a copy of the original pam_ldap.so.1 that is located in the /usr/lib/security directory:  

cp /usr/lib/security/pam_ldap.so.1  /usr/lib/security/pam_ldap.so.1.original 

Change to the directory that contains the zipped pam_ldap source file. 

4. Extract the file: 

gunzip pam_ldap.tgz 

tar xvf pam_ldap.tar 

This creates a directory called pam_ldap-180, where 180 is the version of the pam_ldap module. The 

current version number might vary. Version 180 is the version used in this configuration. 

5. Compile and install pam_ldap: 

cd pam_ldap-180 

PATH=/usr/local/bin:$PATH; export PATH 

LD_LIBRARY_PATH=/usr/local/lib; export LD_LIBRARY_PATH 

./configure 

make 

make install 

6. Copy the newly installed pam._ldap.so library into the default location: 

cp pam_ldap.so /usr/lib/security/pam_ldap.so.1 

A.5 CONFIGURING LDAP ON THE SOLARIS 9 CLIENT WITH /ETC/LDAP.CONF 

LDAP is configured on the Solaris client with a single configuration file. For a source installation on Solaris 9, 

the location of the LDAP configuration file is /etc/ldap.conf. Both NSS_LDAP and PAM_LDAP are configured 

from the same file. 

The file consists of three sets of parameters:  

 Generic parameters common to both pam_ldap and nss_ldap 

 Parameters specific to pam_ldap 

 Parameters specific to nss_ldap 

These parameters control how the client binds to LDAP, how the PAM module is utilized, and how the name 

services are used. 

See section 8.3, Tables 9, 10, and 11, for definitions of the generic, PAM-specific, and NSS-specific 

parameters of interest in this configuration.  

 

http://www.padl.com/Contents/OpenSourceSoftware.html
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A.5.1 THE SOLARIS 9 /ETC/LDAP.CONF FILE 

This example LDAP configuration file from the Solaris 9 host used in this configuration contains generic, 

pam_ldap-specific, and nss_ldap-specific parameters. This represents a complete configuration that allows 

LDAP binds and searches to the Active Directory LDAP store. 

/etc/ldap.conf  

  

host  athena.ellie.com dell1515-15.ellie.com 

base  dc=ellie,dc=com 

uri  ldap://athena.ellie.com 

  

#Use the lines below if anonymous #browsing is 
not allowed: 

 

#binddn  cn=padl,ou=java_users,dc=ellie,dc=com 

#bindpw  binddn’s_password 

rootbinddn  cn=adminaccount,ou=java_users,dc=ellie,dc=com 

  

scope sub 

timelimit 30 

  

#PAM_LDAP specific options  

pam_filter objectclass = User 

pam_login_attribute  msSFU30Name 

pam_password  ad 

  

#NSS_LDAP specific options  

nss_base_passwd     ou=java_users,dc=ellie,dc=com?sub 

nss_base_shadow     ou=java_users,dc=ellie,dc=com?sub 

nss_base_group      ou=java_users,dc=ellie,dc=com?sub 

  

nss_map_objectclass posixAccount  User 

nss_map_objectclass shadowAccount  User 

nss_map_attribute uid  msSFU30Name 

nss_map_attribute uidNumber  msSFU30UidNumber 

nss_map_attribute gidNumber  msSFU30GidNumber 

nss_map_attribute cn  sAMAccountName 

#nss_map_attribute userPassword  msSFU30Password 

nss_map_attribute homeDirectory  msSFU30HomeDirectory 

nss_map_attribute loginShell  msSFU30LoginShell 

nss_map_attribute gecos  name 
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nss_map_objectclass posixGroup  Group 

nss_map_attribute memberUid  msSFU30MemberUid 

 

Notes: 

 The host parameter can contain host names or IP addresses. If host names are used, make sure that 

they are resolvable by means other than LDAP. Multiple servers can be entered; separate the entries 

with a space. 

 Active Directory has been configured to allow anonymous browsing. Therefore, the binddn and bindpw 

entries in the /etc/ldap.conf file are commented out.  

 The pam_login_attribute and the uid nss_map_attribute (which maps the UNIX user login attribute) 

in this configuration are set to msSFU30Name. This is the extended attribute that holds the UNIX user 

login name. See section 5.3.2 for information on using this attribute to map to uid. 

 The userPassword attribute is commented out in the above configuration because pam_password is set 

to ad; the PAM_LDAP module controls password management. Pam_password must be set to AD, and 

this line must be commented out for proper functionality when using Active Directory as a UNIX LDAP 

store. 

A.6 CONFIGURE PAM TO USE THE PAM_LDAP MODULE 

The pam_ldap module allows UNIX and Linux clients to use LDAP for authentication and account 

information. On Solaris 9, PAM is configured through the /etc/pam.conf file.  

To allow LDAP to be used for login authentication or to allow a user to be used for LDAP binds, edit 

/etc/pam.conf and add the following two lines in bold to the stanzas as shown. Add the lines at the ends of 

the indicated sections.  

 

 

Note: This configuration 

uses Kerberos as the main 

method for user 

authentication. LDAP 

authentication is configured 

to allow successful LDAP 

binds, if anonymous binds to 

Active Directory LDAP are 

ever disallowed. 

 

 

Note: Only the two sections 

of the pam.conf file that 

need modification are 

documented above. The 

actual pam.conf file contains 

additional sections that do 

not require modification. See 

section 3.4 for the output of 

a complete Solaris pam.conf file and more information on PAM.  

/etc/pam.conf  

  

login  auth requisite      pam_authtok_get.so.1 

login  auth required       pam_dhkeys.so.1 

login  auth required       pam_dial_auth.so.1 

login  auth sufficient      pam_krb5.so.1  try_first_pass 

login  auth required       pam_unix_auth.so.1 

login auth sufficient      pam_ldap.so.1 try_first_pass 

  

other  password required     pam_dhkeys.so.1 

other  password requisite    pam_authtok_get.so.1 

other  password requisite    pam_authtok_check.so.1 

other  password required     pam_authtok_store.so.1 

other  password sufficient    pam_krb5.so.1  try_first_pass 

other password sufficient    pam_ldap.so.1  use_authtok 
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A.7 LDAP COMMUNICATION OVER PORT 389 

The default port for connections to LDAP servers is 389. This connection does not provide encrypted 

network configuration. The configuration shown previously does not provide secure network communication 

that would be recommended in an enterprise environment. See section 10 for additional steps and 

configuration necessary to implement secure LDAP communication over port 636 using SSL on a Linux 

client. 

Windows 2003 AD LDAP service does not allow users to update their passwords unless they do so over a 

connection that employs a secure network connection (SASL or SSL). Therefore, on this Solaris 9 

configuration, without further configuration to employ encrypted LDAP methodology, passwords cannot be 

changed in the LDAP store by using the following command: 

passwd –r ldap user_name 

When the user attempts to change the LDAP password through an unencrypted connection with this 

command, messages similar to the following are generated on the Solaris 9 client: 

passwd[6424]: [ID 954809 user.error] pam_ldap: ldap_modify_s DSA is unwilling to perform 

passwd[6458]: [ID 654504 user.error] pam_ldap: SASL mechanism "DIGEST-MD5" requested, but 

module not built with SASL support 

 

In this configuration, with Kerberos authentication configured, the appropriate tool for changing a user’s 

password in Active Directory is the Kerberos password utility, kpasswd. This securely changes the user’s 

password as stored in Active Directory. This utility changes the Kerberos password only. If this user has a 

local account as well as a Kerberos principal, the passwd utility must be used to change the local user 

password:  

kpasswd liz 

kpasswd: Changing password for liz. 

Old password: 

New password: 

New password (again): 

Kerberos password changed. 

A.8 SOLARIS LDAPCLIENT CONFIGURATION 

As shown in the previous sections, the /etc/ldap.conf file is used to configure the PAM_LDAP and 

NSS_LDAP modules built from source to use LDAP as an identity store. This is the sole configuration file 

used by the source installations. However, the PAM_LDAP and NSS_LDAP modules supplied by Solaris 

and the ldapclient tools use LDAP configuration parameters provided by the ldapclient utility. 

The following command properly configures the ldapclient on this Solaris 9 host to match the configuration 

that was configured in the /etc/ldap.conf file:  

saturn# ldapclient –v manual \ 

-a objectClassMap=passwd:PosixAccount=User \ 

-a attributeMap=passwd:uid=sAMAccountName \ 

-a attributeMap=passwd:uidNumber=msSFU30UidNumber \ 

-a attributeMap=passwd:gidNumber= msSFU30GidNumber \ 

 

-a attributeMap=passwd:memberUid=msSFU30MemberUid \ 

-a attributeMap=passwd:homeDirectory=msSFU30HomeDirectory \ 

-a attributeMap=passwd:loginShell=msSFU30LoginShell \ 

-a attributeMap=passwd:gecos=msSFU30Gecos \ 
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-a attributeMap=passwd:PosixGroup=Group \ 

-a defaultSearchBase=dc=ellie,dc=com \ 

-a “defaultServerList=10.35.8.60 172.17.36.112” \ 

-a domainName=ellie.com \ 

-a credentialLevel=anonymous \ 

-a authenticationMethod=none 

Note: If more than one server is included in the defaultServerList, the entire attribute string must be 

enclosed in quotes. 

A.9 TEST LDAP FUNCTIONALITY WITH THE GETENT COMMAND 

Use the getent command on the UNIX and/or Linux client to verify the correct return of user and group 

information from the LDAP directory store.  

This command returns output from all directory stores configured in /etc/nsswitch.conf. The presence of data 

from users or groups that reside only in the LDAP store confirms that LDAP searches are succeeding. 

getent passwd 

shara:x:117:110:shara:/export/home/shara:/bin/bash 

enid:x:10000:107:enid:/export/home/enid:/bin/bash 

edith:x:126:107:edith:/export/home/edith:/bin/bash 

(output truncated) 

 

getent group 

Engineer:x:103: 

Market:x:105: 

lab:x:109:margo,earl,elaine,edith,fred,fritz,shara 

(output truncated) 

Note: To make sure of a valid test result, be sure that one of the following conditions is met: 

 Look for data that is contained in LDAP, but is not in the local files or NIS. 

 Remove NIS from the passwd, shadow, and group maps of /etc/nsswitch.conf and look for the return of 
data on users and groups that are not contained in the local /etc files. 
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APPENDIX B: CONFIGURE RED HAT ES3 TO USE MICROSOFT ACTIVE 
DIRECTORY LDAP 

This section outlines the procedure used to configure a Red Hat ES 3 client to use Active Directory LDAP as 

an identity store. 

Frequently, there are several Linux distributions and several versions of each distribution deployed within 

the customer environment. Not all older Linux releases natively support the use of Active Directory LDAP as 

a NIS replacement; therefore, with some older clients, it is necessary to download and install newer 

NSS_LDAP and PAM_LDAP modules that do support this feature before configuring LDAP. 

Red Hat ES 3 supports some of the features required to use Active Directory LDAP as a NIS replacement; 

however, not all Active Directory LDAP features are supported. Therefore, source code from newer versions 

that support additional features when using AD LDAP as a NIS replacement was downloaded from 

www.padl.com and installed. Following the installation procedure, this section outlines the steps to configure 

the use of Active Directory LDAP. 

This configuration uses Red Hat Enterprise Linux ES release 3 (Taroon): 

Linux orion 2.4.21-4.EL #1 Fri Oct 3 18:13:58 EDT 2003 i686 i686 i386 GNU/Linux 

B.1 RED HAT ES3 CLIENT INFRASTRUCTURE CONFIGURATION 

Prior to configuring and enabling LDAP on the Red Hat client, the DNS file, /etc/resolv.conf, and the NSS 

file, /etc/nsswitch.conf must be configured to make sure of proper LDAP client functionality. 

Table 20) Infrastructure preparation tasks. 

Infrastructure Preparation Tasks 

/etc/resolv.conf    Must contain name server addresses for DNS servers to be used for host 

name resolution. For this configuration, the UNIX and/or Linux clients use the 

same AD-integrated DNS servers as are used in the Windows environment.  

/etc/nsswitch.conf  Add the LDAP name service to the passwd and group map entries. 

 

B.2 THE PAM_LDAP AND NSS_LDAP MODULES AND RED HAT ES3 

Active Directory LDAP can be used primarily as an enterprise-wide method to authenticate users, primarily 

as a directory store, or as both an enterprise-wide authentication mechanism and as a directory store. The 

PAM_LDAP module provides LDAP authentication functionality, used either as the primary UNIX user 

authentication mechanism or to bind to Active Directory. The NSS_LDAP module enables the integration of 

LDAP name services into the NSCD.  

The version of NSS_LDAP and PAM_LDAP installed on the client must support the use of Active Directory 

as the LDAP directory store in order to configure a workable solution. The versions of PAM_LDAP and 

NSS_LDAP that are installed from the Red Hat ES 3 installation media do have basic AD LDAP support; 

however, to provide the latest Active Directory–integrated functionality, this configuration deploys newer 

PAM_LDAP and NSS_LDAP modules built from source available from the PADL Web site. PADL is a 

commercial organization that developed and maintains open source NSS_LDAP and PAM_LDAP modules 

that can be downloaded from www.padl.com. The newer versions, available from this site, have the fullest 

set of AD LDAP features. 

Preparation Steps 

1. Several supporting GNU packages are required when building and installing the LDAP modules from 

source. If the developer packages are installed on the Linux client, the supporting GNU packages 

should already be installed. If they are not, install the missing rpms before proceeding. 

http://www.padl.com/
http://www.padl.com/
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Validate that they are installed with the rpm command: 

rpm –qa | grep package_name 

gcc-3.2.3-20 

make-3.79.1-17 

automake-1.6.3-5 

autoconf-2.57-3 

m4-1.4.1-13 

If these rpms are not installed, perform either step A or step B: 

Step A: Install from the Red Hat installation CDs with the rpm command: 

rpm –ivh /path_to_rpm/rpm_name.rpm 

Step B: Use the up2date command to update to the latest version of these utilities. 

2. Modify the PATH variable to include /usr/local/bin: 

echo $PATH 

/usr/local/bin:/usr/kerberos/sbin:/usr/kerberos/bin:/usr/local/sbin:/sbin:/b

in:/usr/sbin:/usr/bin:/usr/X11R6/bin:/root/bin 

B.2.1 LDAP Client Libraries 
LDAP client tools and libraries need to be installed on Linux hosts before they can connect to and use LDAP 

services, including the use of the Active Directory LDAP store. The libraries provide the APIs used by the 

NSS_LDAP and PAM_LDAP modules. LDAP client tools such as ldapsearch, ldapadd, and ldapmodify are 

installed along with the libraries. Before proceeding with LDAP configuration, confirm that the Linux host has 

the ldapclient package installed. 

The standard installation of Red Hat ES 3 includes the LDAP client libraries and tools. Verify that they are 

installed with the following command: 

orion# rpm –qa | grep ldap 

openldap-2.0.27-11 

openldap-clients-2.0.27-11 

openldap-devel-2.0.27-11 

openldap-servers-2.0.27-1 

Note: The server component is not used when Active Directory is used as the LDAP server. 

B.3 BUILD AND INSTALL NSS_LDAP 

1. Verify that all prerequisite rpms are installed.  

2. Download the NSS_LDAP source file: nss_ldap.tgz. 

The open source download is available from www.padl.com/Contents/OpenSourceSoftware.html. 

Note: The newest version of the source file available is given the base name nss_ldap.tgz. Earlier 

versions are appended with the version name: for example, nss_ldap-212.  

3. Make a copy of the original library, nss_ldap-2.3.2.so, that is located in /lib directory: 

cp /lib/libnss_ldap-2.3.2.so  /lib/libnss_ldap-2.3.2.so.orig 

4. Change to the directory that contains the zipped nss_ldap source file. 

5. Extract the file: 

gunzip nss_ldap.tgz 

http://www.padl.com/Contents/OpenSourceSoftware.html
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tar xvf nss_ldap.tar 

This creates a directory called nss_ldap-212, where 212 is the version of the nss_ldap module. The 

current version number might vary; 212 is the version used in this configuration. 

6. Compile and install nss_ldap: 

cd nss_ldap-212 

PATH=/usr/local/bin:$PATH; export PATH 

./configure --enable-schema-mapping –enable-rfc2307bis 

make 

make install 

Note: The two configuration options used above enable functionality needed to use Active Directory 

LDAP as an identity store. 

7. Copy the newly installed nss_ldap.so library into the default location. Recreate links to this 

newly installed file. 

On Red Hat ES 3.0, the NSS_LDAP library is /lib/libnss_ldap-version_number. 

There are several links that lead to this library. With this naming format, when you install a new 

nss_ldap library, the new library can be given a name that reflects the version number (if desired), and 

links can be recreated to point to the new library. 

Copy the new library into the /lib directory and recreate links to point to the new directory: 

cp nss_lddap.so /lib/nss_ldap.so 

ln –s /lib/nss_ldap.so /lib/libnss_ldap.so.2 

ln –s /lib/nss_ldap.so /usr/lib/libnss_ldap.so 

ln –s /lib/libnss_ldap.so.2 /usr/lib/libnss_ldap.so.2 

B.4 BUILD AND INSTALL PAM_LDAP 

Build and install PAM_LDAP with the following procedure: 

1. Verify that all prerequisite GNU packages are installed. 

2. Download the PAM_LDAP source file: pam_ldap.tgz. 

The open source download is available from www.padl.com/Contents/OpenSourceSoftware.html. 

Note: The newest version of the source file available is given the base name pam_ldap.tgz. Earlier 

versions are appended with the version name: for example,pam_ldap-180. 

3. Make a copy of the original pam_ldap.so that is located in /usr/lib/security directory: 

cp /lib/security/pam_ldap.so  /lib/security/pam_ldap.so.orig 

 Change to the directory that contains the zipped pam_ldap source file. 

4. Extract the file: 

gunzip pam_ldap.tgz 

tar xvf pam_ldap.tar 

This creates a directory called pam_ldap-180, where 180 is the version of the pam_ldap module. The 

current version number might vary; 180 is the version used in this configuration. 

5. Compile and install pam_ldap: 

cd pam_ldap-180 

PATH=/usr/local/bin:$PATH; export PATH 

http://www.padl.com/Contents/OpenSourceSoftware.html
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LD_LIBRARY_PATH=/usr/local/lib; export LD_LIBRARY_PATH 

./configure 

make 

make install 

6. Copy the newly installed library, pam_ldap.so, into the default location: 

cp pam_ldap.so  /lib/security/pam_ldap.so 

Note: This configuration uses NSS_LDAP and PAM_LDAP modules downloaded from www.padl.com 

and built from source. The Red Hat rpm nss_ldap package can also be used; however, it is 

recommended to install the latest LDAP packages. If using the rpm package, verify that the rpm version 

downloaded supports Active Directory LDAP. 

B.5 CONFIGURING LDAP ON THE RED HAT ES3 CLIENT WITH /ETC/LDAP.CONF 

LDAP is configured on the Red Hat client with a single configuration file. For a source installation, the 

location of the LDAP configuration file is /etc/ldap.conf. Both NSS_LDAP and PAM_LDAP are configured 

from the same file. 

The file consists of three sets of parameters:  

 Generic parameters common to both pam_ldap and nss_ldap 

 Parameters specific to pam_ldap 

 Parameters specific to nss_ldap 

These parameters control how the client binds to LDAP, how the PAM module is utilized, and how the name 

services are used. 

See section 8.3, Tables 9, 10, and 11, for definitions of the generic, PAM-specific, and NSS-specific 

parameters of interest in this configuration.  

B.5.1 The /etc/ldap.conf File 
This example LDAP configuration file from the Red Hat ES 3 host used in this configuration contains 

generic, pam_ldap-specific, and nss_ldap-specific parameters. This represents a complete configuration 

that allows LDAP binds and searches to the Active Directory LDAP store. 

 
/etc/ldap.conf  

  

host  10.32.16.60 172.17.36.112 

base  dc=ellie,dc=com 

uri  ldap://athena.ellie.com 

  

#Use the lines below if anonymous #browsing 
is not allowed: 

 

#binddn  cn=padl,ou=java_users,dc=ellie,dc=com 

#bindpw  binddn’s_password 

rootbinddn  cn=adminaccount,ou=java_users,dc=ellie,dc=com 

  

scope  sub 

timelimit  30 

http://www.padl.com/
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#PAM_LDAP specific options  

pam_filter objectclass = User 

pam_login_attribute  sAMAccountName 

pam_password  ad 

  

#NSS_LDAP specific options  

nss_base_passwd     ou=java_users,dc=ellie,dc=com?sub 

nss_base_shadow     ou=java_users,dc=ellie,dc=com?sub 

nss_base_group      ou=java_users,dc=ellie,dc=com?sub 

  

nss_map_objectclass posixAccount  User 

nss_map_objectclass shadowAccount  User 

nss_map_attribute uid  sAMAccountName 

nss_map_attribute uidNumber  msSFU30UidNumber 

nss_map_attribute gidNumber  msSFU30GidNumber 

nss_map_attribute cn  sAMAccountName 

#nss_map_attribute userPassword  msSFU30Password 

nss_map_attribute homeDirectory  msSFU30HomeDirectory 

nss_map_attribute loginShell  msSFU30LoginShell 

nss_map_attribute gecos  name 

  

nss_map_objectclass posixGroup  Group 

nss_map_attribute uniqueMember  member 

nss_map_attribute memberUid  msSFU30MemberUid 

 

Notes: 

 The host parameter can contain host names or IP addresses. If host names are used, make sure that 

they are resolvable by means other than LDAP. Multiple servers can be entered; separate the entries 

with a space. 

 Active Directory has been configured to allow anonymous browsing. Therefore, the binddn and bindpw 

entries in the /etc/ldap.conf file are commented out.  

 The pam_login_attribute and the uid nss_map_attribute, which maps the UNIX user login attribute, 

are set to sAMAccountName. This is the Windows user login attribute. See section 5.3.2 for 

information on using this attribute to map to uid. 

 The userPassword attribute is commented out in this configuration because pam_password is set to ad; 

the PAM_LDAP module controls password management. Pam_password must be set to ad, and this 

line must be commented out for proper functionality when using Active Directory as a UNIX LDAP store. 
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B.6 CONFIGURE PAM TO USE THE PAM_LDAP MODULE 

The PAM_LDAP module allows UNIX and Linux clients to use LDAP for authentication and account 

information. LDAP authentication can be used as the primary method for user login authentication, but this is 

not recommended. If a secure, centralized method for authentication is desired, Kerberos authentication is 

recommended. Instead, use LDAP authentication to allow LDAP binds. 

Red Hat ES3 has a separate directory, /etc/pam.d, which contains the PAM configuration files, one file for 

each configured service. For convenience, use the Red Hat configuration utility, authconfig, to configure 

both NSS and PAM services. The authconfig utility configures PAM services by modifying the 

/etc/pam.d/system-auth file. Modifications of the other files in the directory are not necessary for this 

configuration. 

Remember that whenever the authconfig utility is run, manual changes to the system PAM file, 

/etc/pam.d/system-auth, are overwritten. Other authentication and NSS configuration files are modified as 

well. For instance, if LDAP NSS or authentication is configured through this utility, the configuration file 

/etc/ldap.conf might be modified. If Kerberos is configured through authconfig, the Kerberos configuration file 

/etc/krb5.conf might be modified. Not all the changes are desired or appropriate when using Microsoft Active 

Directory for an LDAP store. Therefore, before running the authconfig utility, make backup copies of the 

/etc/pam.d/system-auth, /etc/ldap.conf, and ./etc/krb5.conf files. After running the utility, compare the new 

versions of these files with the saved backups. Modify the new files as necessary. 

Follow this procedure to configure PAM to use LDAP for name services and authentication: 

1. Start the authconfig utility: 

authconfig 

2. The User Information Configuration screen is used to select the name services that this client should use. 

In this configuration, both local /etc files and LDAP are used for name services. The names or IP addresses 

of the LDAP servers and LDAP Base DN are also configured on this screen. This configuration does not use 

TLS. LDAP communication is over the default LDAP port, port 389. 

 

3. The Authentication Configuration screen is used to configure authentication. In this configuration, 

Kerberos is the main method deployed to authenticate users; however, both local system authentication 

and LDAP authentication are configured as well. Enter the host names or IP addresses of the LDAP 

servers and the LDAP Base DN. Enter the Kerberos Realm and the host names or IP addresses or one 

or more Kerberos KDCs and the Kerberos Admin Server. 
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4.  Click OK. The /etc/pam.d/system-auth file has the following entries: 

/etc/pam.d/system-auth 

 

# User changes will be destroyed the next time authconfig is run. 

auth    required   /lib/security/$ISA/pam_env.so 

auth    sufficient  /lib/security/$ISA/pam_unix.so likeauth nullok 

auth    sufficient  /lib/security/$ISA/pam_krb5.so use_first_pass 

auth    sufficient /lib/security/$ISA/pam_ldap.so use_first_pass 

auth     required  /lib/security/$ISA/pam_deny.so 

 

account   required   /lib/security/$ISA/pam_unix.so 

account  [default=bad success=ok user_unknown=ignore service_err=ignore 

   system_err=ignore] /lib/security/$ISA/pam_ldap.so 

account   [default=bad success=ok user_unknown=ignore service_err=ignore system_err=ignore] 

   /lib/security/$ISA/pam_krb5.so 

 

password  required   /lib/security/$ISA/pam_cracklib.so retry=3 type= 

password  sufficient  /lib/security/$ISA/pam_unix.so nullok use_authtok shadow 

password  sufficient  /lib/security/$ISA/pam_krb5.so use_authtok 

password sufficient  /lib/security/$ISA/pam_ldap.so use_authtok 

password  required   /lib/security/$ISA/pam_deny.so 

 

session   required   /lib/security/$ISA/pam_limits.so 

session   required   /lib/security/$ISA/pam_unix.so 

session   optional   /lib/security/$ISA/pam_krb5.so 

session   optional  /lib/security/$ISA/pam_ldap.so 
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B.7 THE LDAP CLIENT CONFIGURATION 

As discussed in the previous sections, the /etc/ldap.conf file is used to configure the PAM_LDAP and 

NSS_LDAP modules. This is the configuration file used when using LDAP either as an identity store or for 

user authentication. However, Linux ldapclient tools such as ldapsearch, ldapadd, and ldapmodify use 

another LDAP configuration file, /etc/openldap/ldap.conf. The format of the file is similar to /etc/ldap.conf, but 

contains only basic information needed to bind to the LDAP server. 

Following is the /etc/openldap/ldap.conf file for the Red Hat host in this configuration: 

/etc/openldap/ldap.conf 

 

HOST 10.32.16.60 172.17.36.112 

BASE dc=ellie,dc=com 

 

B.8 LDAP COMMUNICATION OVER PORT 389 

By default, port 389 is used for connections to LDAP servers. This connection does not provide encrypted 

network configuration. The configuration above does not provide secure LDAP communication that would be 

recommended in an enterprise environment. See section 10 for additional steps and configuration needed to 

implement secure LDAP over SSL on a Linux client. 

Windows 2003 AD LDAP service does not allow users to update their passwords unless they do so over a 

connection that employs a secure network connection. Therefore, with the configuration illustrated here, 

passwords cannot be changed over LDAP by using the passwd command. However, password changes 

using the passwd command are still successful. This is because this configuration uses Active Directory 

Kerberos for authentication. Kerberos is used when a password change is requested by the user and can be 

successfully accomplished. 

orion$ passwd 

Changing password for user liz. 

Current Kerberos 5 password: 

New UNIX password: 

Retype new UNIX password: 

passwd: all authentication tokens updated successfully. 

B.9 TEST LDAP FUNCTIONALITY WITH THE GETENT COMMAND 

Use the getent command on the UNIX and/or Linux client to verify the correct return of user and group 

information from the LDAP directory store.  

This command returns output from all directory stores configured in /etc/nsswitch.conf. The presence of data 

from users or groups that reside only in the LDAP store confirms that LDAP searches are succeeding. 

getent passwd 

shara:x:117:110:shara:/export/home/shara:/bin/bash 

enid:x:10000:107:enid:/export/home/enid:/bin/bash 

edith:x:126:107:edith:/export/home/edith:/bin/bash 

(output truncated) 

getent group 

Engineer:x:103: 

Market:x:105: 
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lab:x:109:margo,earl,elaine,edith,fred,fritz,shara 

(output truncated) 

Note: To make sure of a valid test result, be sure that one of the following conditions is met: 

 Look for data that is contained in LDAP, but is not in the local files or NIS. 

 Remove NIS from the passwd, shadow, and group maps of /etc/nsswitch.conf and look for the return of 
data on users and groups that are not contained in the local /etc files. 
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APPENDIX C: SOLARIS PREREQUISITE PACKAGES NEEDED FOR 
NSS_LDAP AND PAM_LDAP BUILD AND INSTALLATION FROM SOURCE 

The following GNU packages are needed before LDAP and Kerberos code can be built and installed.  

Download the following packages from www.sunfreeware.com: 

gcc-.3.4.2-sol9-sparc-local.gz 

make-3.80-sol9-sparc-local.gz 

autoconf-2.59-sol9-sparc-local.gz 

automake-1.9-sol9-sparc-local.gz 

m4-1.4.2-sol9-sparc-local.gz 

libconv-1.8-sol9-sparc-local.gz 

common-1.4.2-sunOS5.8-sparc-CSW.pkg.gz 

Download the following package from www.blastwave.org: 

berkeleydb3-3.3.11-sparc-CSW.pkg.gz   

Note: The prerequisite packages might themselves have other prerequisite packages, which are noted on 

the sunfreeware download page.  

C.1 METHOD FOR PREREQUISITE PACKAGE INSTALLATION 

Use the following method to install each of the prerequisite packages: 

1. Change to the directory containing the downloaded packages. 

2. Extract the Solaris package: 

gunzip name_of_pkg.gz 

3. Install the package: 

pkgadd –d name_of_pkg 

4. At the select package(s) you want to process (or ‘all’ to process all packages) 

(default: all [?,??,q] prompt, enter y. 

5. If the Do you want the directory created /usr/local [?,y,n,q] prompt is shown, enter y. 

C.2 MOVE THE BERKELEY DB FILES INTO THE MAIN FILE SYSTEM TREE  

cp /opt/csw/bin/*     /usr/bin/ 

cp /opt/csw/include/* /usr/include/ 

cp /opt/csw/lib/*     /usr/lib/ 

C.3 MODIFY ENVIRONMENTAL VARIABLES 

 These packages require Perl to be installed under /usr/local/bin, which is not the default Perl directory 

under Solaris 9. To enable the packages to use Perl, create a link: 

ln –s /usr/bin/perl /usr/local/bin/perl 

 Additionally, before installing nss_ldap and pam_ldap, the path must be modified to include /usr/ccs/bin 

and /usr/local/bin:  

PATH=/usr/ccs/bin:/usr/local/bin:$PATH; export PATH 

echo $PATH 

/usr/ccs/bin:/usr/local/bin:/usr/sbin:/usr/bin:/usr/ucb: 

http://www.sunfreeware.com/
http://www.blastwave.org/
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C.4 VERIFY PACKAGE INSTALLATION 

After installing the prerequisite packages, verify with the following commands: 

pkginfo | grep SMC 

application SMCatk     atk 

application SMCautoc    autoconf 

application SMCautom    automake 

application SMCexpat    expat 

application SMCfontc    fontconfig 

application SMCfreet    freetype 

application SMCgcc342   gcc 

application SMCglib    glib 

application SMCgtk     gtk 

application SMCiconv    libiconv 

application SMCm4     m4 

application SMCmake    make 

application SMCpango    pango 

application SMCzlib    zlib 

 

pkginfo | grep CSW 

system   CSWbdb3    berkeleydb3 - file based pseudo-database library 

application CSWbdb43 berkeleydb43 - embedded database libraries and 

utilities 

system   CSWcommon   common - common files and dirs for CSW packages 
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